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Resistance-capacitance delay, crosstalk, and power dissipation associated with 
the increasing capacitance of interconnect structures limits the performance of high-
speed microelectronics and leads to the demand for porous ultralow dielectric 
constant (ULK) material introduction. Process integration of ULK dielectrics requires 
plasma etching of dielectric material, stripping of the post-etching photoresist (PR) 
mask, and surface cleaning of plasma-etching-related residues, without damaging the 
dielectric. Dual frequency capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) reactor are becoming 
the standard for etching of ULK materials. In this work, we evaluated ULK-
compatible PR stripping using both remote plasma and in situ ashing processes 
coordinated with CCP fluorocarbon (FC)-based ULK etching. Remote H2 plasma 
enabled a high PR ashing rate while introducing little ULK damage at an elevated 
substrate temperature (275 °C), and was the best for our remote plasma ashing 
processes. In situ ashing, with the advantage of no need for an additional dedicated 
reactor, is preferable to the remote plasma ashing for industry, and we studied in 
detail CO2 in situ ashing process. The ULK damage introduced during CO2 in situ 
ashing increased with atomic oxygen density as a function of chamber pressure. To 
compare the performance of different ashing processes for PR stripping from ULK 
material, we introduced an ashing efficiency (AE) parameter which is defined as the 
thickness of PR removed over the thickness of ULK simultaneously damaged, and 
can be considered a process figure of merit. A high AE can be obtained under low 
pressure operation, which suppresses ULK damage with minimal atomic oxygen 
while combining with a RF bias to enhance the PR ashing rate. The preceding ULK 
etching process using 10% C4F8/Ar plasma deposits FC coating on ULK feature 
sidewalls. For H2-based remote plasma at high temperature, most of FC coating was 
removed rapidly and its impact on ULK ashing damage was minor. For CO2 in situ 
ashing, FC coating remained on ULK sidewalls and provided effective protection of 
ULK. FC protection was essential for the success of the CO2 in situ ashing process. A 
strong decrease of ULK post-ashing damage with increasing FC coverage was found, 
which may be due to surface protection by FC surface coverage along with pore-
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Table 5.1: Discharge parameters used in this work. For real time study of ULK 
plasma modification, ULK films were respectively exposed to 
C4F8/Ar, Ar, and O2 or CO2 plasma under an ellipsometric roof and 
monitored by real time ellipsometry. The effects of Ar ion 
bombardment (100 W bias power applied) were also studied using 
ULK film with line-of-sight Ar plasma exposure. For the study of 
etching/ashing process interaction, ULK films under a regular roof 
were processed with the different C4F8/Ar etching followed by a 
standard CO2 in situ ashing processes. Post-ashing damage was 























Figure 1.1:  Schematic diagram of the ICP reactor used in this work 
 
Figure 1.2:  Schematic diagram of the dual frequency CCP reactor used in this 
work 
Figure 1.3:  Cross-section of hierarchical scaling of MPU device (from IRTS 2007) 
 
Figure 1.4:  Via-first dual damascene patterning scheme for forming trenches and 
holes in dielectric materials that will be filled with metal to form the 
interconnecting wiring of an IC 
 







Figure 2.1: Illustration of ULK damage issue introduced by plasma-based PR 
stripping during the fabrication of an interconnecting structure. 
 
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the gap structure. Samples placed in the region shielded 
by the roof primarily interact with neutral, the remote plasma 
processing regime. 
 
Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic of the small gap structure used in this work. (b) 
Simulation of ULK sidewall with blanket samples in region (III) 
(Drawings not to scale). 
 
Figure 2.4: (a) PR ashing rate, (b) ULK damage thickness, and (c) AE for 20 s 
remote plasma processing at various substrate temperatures and 
plasma chemistries. ULK damage thickness was evaluated using 1% 
HF solution/15 s dipping method. AE is defined as the thickness of PR 
layer removed divided by the thickness of ULK material damaged 




Figure 2.5: OES for H2/N2 (1/1) plasma in ICP reactor. 3% Ar was also added to 
the gas mixture to enable application of Ar actinometry. The emission 
lines selected for Ar actinometry are indicated with a * symbol. 
 
Figure 2.6: (a) Optical emission intensities of selected spectral lines detected for 
H2/N2 discharges. In (b), the emission line/Ar (811.6 nm) intensity 
ratios are shown as a function of the nitrogen content in the H2/N2 
mixtures fed to plasma. The Ar line intensities were recorded using 3% 
argon in the discharges. 
 
Figure 2.7: Arrhenius plots of (a) PR ashing rate and (b) ULK damage thickness 
for remote plasma processing. Results obtained with pure H2, H2/N2 
(1/1), and pure N2 plasma chemistries are displayed. 
 
Figure 2.8: C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, and N 1s XPS spectra of untreated ULK and ULK 
exposed to pure H2, H2/N2 (1/1), and pure N2 remote plasmas at RT 
and 275 °C for 60 s. The numbers listed next to the peaks of the C 1s, 
Si 2p, and O 1s spectra are the integrated C-Si/C-C, Si, and O peak 
intensities divided by the values measured for untreated ULK. 
 
Figure 2.9: ULK damage thickness for plasma etching/remote plasma ashing 
process sequences and ashing only. Plasma etching using a CCP 
reactor was performed using C4F8/Ar/O2 for 148 s and C4F8/Ar/N2 for 
191 s. A small gap structure was used to expose the ULK material for 
sidewall-like conditions. The ashing processes consisted of exposures 
to H2 or H2/N2 (1/1) remote discharges for 60 s. Damage thickness 
was evaluated using the 1% HF solution selective etching method. 
 
Figure 2.10: C 1s, F 1s, N 1s, Si 2p, and O 1s XPS spectra on ULK films exposed 
to CCP C4F8/Ar/O2 etching plasma for 148 s or C4F8/Ar/N2 etching 
plasma for 191 s in a small gap structure, which simulated sidewall-
like exposure conditions. 
 
Figure 2.11: C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, F 1s, and N 1s XPS spectra of ULK films exposed to 
CCP etching plasmas and remote ashing plasma process sequences. 
CCP etching plasma exposures were performed using C4F8/Ar/O2 
plasma for 148 s or C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma for 191 s in a small gap 
structure, which simulated sidewall-like exposure conditions. 
Subsequent remote plasma exposures were performed using H2 or 
H2/N2 (1/1) remote plasmas for 60 s. For comparison, the spectra of 
blanket ULK film and ULK films with remote plasma exposure 
(ashing controls) are also shown. (a) Untreated ULK; (b) H2 remote 
ashing only; (c) C4F8/Ar/O2 etching + H2 remote ashing; (d) 
C4F8/Ar/N2 etching + H2 remote ashing; (e) H2/N2 remote ashing only; 
(f) C4F8/Ar/O2 etching + H2/N2 remote ashing; (g) C4F8/Ar/N2 etching 




Figure 2.12: Summaries of (a) integrated intensities of C-Si/C-C in C 1s, Si in Si 2p, 
and O in O 1s, and of (b) Si 2p and O 1s binding energies from Fig. 
2.11. The integrated intensities are normalized relative to the values 
measured for the untreated ULK. 
 
Figure 2.13: ToF-SIMS depth profiling of ULK for plasma etching/remote plasma 
ashing combined experiments and ashing controls. CCP etching 
plasma exposures were performed using C4F8/Ar/O2 for 148 s or 
C4F8/Ar/N2 for 191 s in a small gap structure, which simulated 
sidewall-like exposure conditions. Remote plasma exposures were 
performed using D2 remote plasma with 275 °C substrate for 60 s. 
 
Figure 2.14: Illustration and SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches etched 
using (a) CCP C4F8/Ar/O2 plasma for 177 s, (b) subsequently ashed by 
pure H2, or (c) H2/N2 (1/1) remote plasma at 275 °C substrate for 60 s, 
and finally dipped into 1% HF solution/15 s for damage evaluation 
[(b)→(d), (c)→(e)]. 
 
Figure 2.15: SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches etched using (a) CCP 
C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma for 228 s, (b) subsequently ashed by pure H2, or (c) 
H2/N2 (1/1) remote plasma at 275 °C substrate for 60 s, and finally 





Figure 3.1: Photoresist ashing rate (a), ULK damage (b), and ashing efficiency (c) 
of CO2 and O2 discharges as a function of gas pressure. The other 
experimental parameters were: 40 SCCM gas flow, 200 W source 
power, no bias power to substrate. ULK damage was evaluated for 2 
min of exposure. AE is defined as the thickness of PR layer removed 
divided by the thickness of ULK material damaged during the same 
process step (2 min of plasma exposure in this work). 
Figure 3.2: Damage thickness of ULK exposed to CO2 and O2 discharges as a 
function of atomic oxygen density measured for discharges operated at 
different gas pressures. The other experimental parameters were: 40 
SCCM gas flow, 200 W source power, no bias applied to substrate and 
2 min exposure time. Changes in atomic oxygen density were 
determined from the intensity variation of the 844.6 nm O atom related 
emission line and Ar actinometry. 
Figure 3.3: PR ashing rates measured for CO2 and O2 discharges operated between 
10 and 100 mTorr. PR ashing rates are plotted versus the ion current 
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density measured for the same conditions. The other experimental 
parameters were: 40 SCCM gas flow, 200 W source power, no bias 
applied to substrate. The ICD was measured using a Langmuir probe 2 
cm above the substrate with a -100 V bias. 
Figure 3.4: Photoresist ashing rate (a), ULK damage (b), and ashing efficiency (c) 
of 10 and 100 mTorr CO2/Ar discharges as a function of %Ar added to 
CO2. Ashing efficiency is defined as the thickness of PR removed after 
3 min of process time over the thickness of ULK damaged during the 
same period. Plasmas were maintained at a 40 SCCM gas flow and 
200 W source power, and no bias was added to the substrate. ULK 
damage and AE were evaluated for 3 min of exposure. 
Figure 3.5: Photoresist ashing rates measured for pure O2 and Ar/CO2 discharges 
as a function of self-bias voltage. Different CO2/Ar mixtures were 
used. Plasmas were maintained at 10 mTorr of gas pressure, 40 SCCM 
of total gas flow and 200 W of source power. 
Figure 3.6: Ionic etching yields for O2 and Ar/CO2 discharges with -100 V self-
bias. 
Figure 3.7: C 1s, Si 2p and O 1s photoemission difference spectra obtained with 
ULK after 20 s or 200 s of plasma exposure at two different pressures 
(10 and 100 mTorr for O2 and CO2 discharges used) and ULK 
reference spectra (obtained with untreated control). The other 
experimental parameters were: 40 SCCM gas flow, 200 W source 
power, no bias applied to substrate. Spectra were obtained at a 
photoemission angle of 90° with respect to the surface. 
Figure 3.8: Normalized intensity of species observed in SSIMS spectra of ULK 
exposed to 13CO2 plasmas maintained at a 40 SCCM gas flow rate and 
200 W source power without applying a bias to the substrate. 
Intensities were normalized using initial intensities. 
Figure 3.9: DSIMS depth profiling results obtained with untreated ULK and ULK 
after exposure to 13CO2 plasma. The discharges were maintained using 
a 40 SCCM gas flow rate and 200 W source power without applying a 






Figure 4.1: Illustration of issues related to the fluorocarbon ULK trench etching/in 
situ PR ashing process interaction. 
 
Figure 4.2: PR thickness removed in the CO2 in situ ashing process. No bias 
power was applied to the substrate. For combined sequence process, a 
C4F8/Ar/N2 PE process of 100 s duration preceded the in situ ashing. 
 
Figure 4.3: PR ashing rate as a function of CF4 ratio in a CF4/CO2 mixture. 
Plasmas were maintained at 40 SCCM total gas flow rate and 200 W 
source power. No bias power was applied to the substrate. Ashing 
rates using 10 and 100 mTorr gas pressure were examined and 
compared. 
 
Figure 4.4: PR thickness removed in the ashing step of the combined process 
sequence. The ashing process was conducted using 10 mTorr CO2 
discharge. Bias power was selectively applied to the substrate. A 
C4F8/Ar/N2 PE process of 100 s duration preceded the in situ ashing. 
 
Figure 4.5: ULK damage in CO2 in situ ashing process. No bias power was 
applied to the substrate. In some cases, to study etching/ashing process 
interaction, a C4F8/Ar/N2 PE process of 160 s duration preceded the in 
situ ashing for the seasoning chamber and/or introducing PE-related 
ULK modification. A small gap structure was employed to simulate 
sidewall-like reaction on the blanket ULK films. 
 
Figure 4.6: XPS C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, and F 1s spectra of untreated ULK (a) and 
pristine ULK exposed to CO2 discharges in a clean (b) and a FC-
coated chamber (c) for 180 s. No bias power was applied to the 
substrate. A C4F8/Ar/N2 PE process of 160 s duration was conducted to 
introduce a FC-coated chamber. A small gap structure was employed 
to simulate a sidewall-like reaction on the blanket ULK films. 
 
Figure 4.7: XPS C 1s and Si 2p spectra of untreated, post-etching, and post-ashing 
ULK in the combined processes. The C4F8/Ar/N2 etching process was 
conducted for 160 s. The subsequent CO2 in situ discharge was 
maintained for 180 s without bias power applied to the substrate. Both 
processes were simulated with blanket ULK films in the small gap 
structure. 
 
Figure 4.8: Summary of AE for CO2 in situ ashing using a clean chamber and the 
FC-coated chamber with 10 mTorr CO2 discharges for 180 s. 
 
Figure 4.9: SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches etched using (a) 
C4F8/Ar/N2 etching plasma for 100 s, (b) subsequently in situ ashed by 
10 mTorr CO2 plasma or (c) 100 mTorr CO2 plasma without substrate 
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bias applied, and finally dipped into 0.5% DHF/ 15 s for damage 
evaluation. [(b)→(d), (c) →(e)]. 
 
Figure 4.10: SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches etched using (a) 
C4F8/Ar/N2 etching plasma for 100 s, (b) subsequently in situ ashed by 
10 mTorr CO2 plasma without -90 V self-bias, and finally dipped into 





Figure 5.1: Schematic of the small gap structure using the regular roof (a) and the 
ellipsometric roof (b), which supports in situ ellipsometry 
characterization. 
Figure 5.2: (a) Real-time ellipsometric Ψ-∆ trajectories for ULK exposed to 
remote O2 and CO2 plasmas using the ellipsometric roof (remote). 
Modeled curves based on two-layer structure comprising the highly 
porous overlayer (n=1.248) and unmodified ULK film (n=1.320) are 
superimposed. Initial thickness of ULK film was 500 nm. Figure (b) 
shows a close-up for the experimental trajectories. The “compass” in 
figure (c) indicates general directions of trajectories for deposition or 
erosion, and changes in (optical) material density. 
Figure 5.3: ULK damage as a function of exposure time obtained by optical two-
layer modeling with refractive index n=1.248 for the plasma-modified 
layer (see Fig. 5.2). The ULK damage depth obtained with the DHF 
method for 300 s CO2 and O2 plasma exposure is included for 
comparison. 
Figure 5.4: (a) Real-time ellipsometric Ψ-∆ trajectories for ULK exposed to 
remote or direct Ar plasma.  The Ψ-∆ simulated trajectories of 
unmodified ULK film (n=1.320) with varying thickness and constant 
refractive index are shown with curve (i).  Also, the Ψ-∆ simulated 
trajectory for a constant 12 nm silica-like densified layer (n=1.465) on 
top of a varying thickness of unmodified ULK is shown with curve (ii). 
Initial ULK film thickness was 500 nm. 
Figure 5.5: (a) Real-time ellipsometric Ψ-∆ trajectories for ULK exposed to 10% 
C4F8/Ar plasma using the ellipsometric roof. Modeled curves based on 
a two-layer structure comprising the ULK/FC-mixed layer (n=1.446) 
and unmodified ULK (n=1.320) are superimposed. Initial ULK film 
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thickness was 500 nm. (b) The ULK/FC-mixed layer thickness is 
shown as a function of exposure time, and was obtained from the 
measured trajectories of (a) by optical modeling. 
Figure 5.6: Post-ashing damage as a function of post-etching FC film thickness 
determined by XPS. The standard etching conditions are listed in 
Table I. The processing time for C4F8/Ar-based etching plasma, and 
subsequent CO2 in situ ashing plasma, were 180 s and 300 s, 
respectively. The exposures were conducted using a regular roof. For 
comparison, post-ashing damages of the pristine samples processed in 
a clean chamber and in a FC-coated chamber seasoned with standard 
etching conditions are also shown. Post-ashing damage was quantified 
by the DHF method. 
Figure 5.7: ULK post-ashing damage measured for a FC etching plasma/CO2 
ashing plasma combination as a function of ULK exposure time to the 
10% C4F8/Ar plasma. We employed 300 s CO2 ashing plasma 


















Chapter 1:  Introduction 
 
1.1   Basics of Plasma Processing of Materials 
Plasmas are partially ionized gases with, on the average, an equal number of 
positive and negative charges, generated in electrically neutral gases with external 
energies e.g. heat or radiation, which strip electrons from atoms or molecules. Next to 
solid, liquid and gas, it is the fourth state of matter which comprises more than 99% 
of the universe in volume and mass. 
Weakly ionized low temperature plasmas are widely used for thin film 
material processing.1.1-1.5 Most of these plasmas are driven by external electrical field. 
In the field, energy is primarily given to the electrons which are mobile and easily 
accelerated. Even though kinetic energy can be exchanged between particles through 
elastic collisions, the enormous difference of mass restricts energy transfer from 
electrons to heavy particles. Ions can only absorb little energy directly from electrical 
field and share with neutrals by collisions. Since the temperature of electrons is much 
higher, often tens of thousands of degree, than that of ions and neutrals, the plasma is 
in a state of nonequilibrium. This is advantageous to processing of materials which 
are sensitive to thermal approaches. First, reactive species such as free radicals, that 
without plasma would require temperature in the range of ~103-104 K, can be 
generated from gas molecules which undergo inelastic collision with energetic 
electrons and remain at relatively low temperature. Second, the thermal velocity of 
electrons is much higher than that of ions because of low mass. The surface in contact 




surrounded by a net positive space charge. The layer of positive space charges, 
referred to as plasma sheath, leads a potential drop to a surface which can be tailored 
with bias. Positive ions diffusing into the sheath are accelerated and deliver energy to 
the surface in the form of ion bombardment. Hence, the chemistry which takes place 
on surfaces with reactive species at low temperature can be further promoted without 
heating the substrate. 
 
1.1.1   Plasma Sources for Plasma Processing of Materials  
Capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) have been commonly used in etching and 
deposition tools since the 1970’s, but the relatively low plasma density limited its 
application to processing materials with complex structures. In order to overcome the 
limitation, high density plasma driven by other modes including inductive coupling, 
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR), and helicon resonance have been developed.1.6 
Of these, the inductive coupled plasma (ICP) has the simplest equipment 
configuration and quickly dominated the markets of the semiconductor industry. In 
this work, both ICP and CCP are used. Their basic experimental setup and plasma 
principles are briefly reviewed in the following.  
Also, since the late 1990’s low k materials have been replacing conventional 
SiO2 as dielectric films for back-end-of-the-line (BEoL) interconnect technology,1.7,1.8 





A.   Inductively Coupled Plasma  
 
 
           Figure. 1.1: Schematic diagram of the ICP reactor used in this work. 
 
The ICP reactor used in this work is shown in Fig. 1.1. . The stainless steel 
chamber below the quartz window is pumped using a turbomolecular pump backed by 
a roots blower and a mechanical pump. The chamber base pressure is about 
8×10−6  Torr.  Process gases are fed into the using mass flow controllers. Typical total 
gas flow was set at 50 SCCM (SCCM denotes cubic centimeters per minute at STP), 
and the constant gas pressure was maintained at the order of 10 mTorr using a throttle 
valve in the pump line. A planar coil is placed on top of a quartz coupling window 
and powered by a 13.56 MHz rf generator. The matching of power is achieved by an 




an electromagnetic field is coupled into the vacuum chamber below the window. 
Since electrons are much mobile and able to respond to the applied electromagnetic 
fields varying at 13.56 MHz, an electron current runs below the quartz window in the 
opposite direction of the coil current and shields the electromagnetic fields. The 
electron current normally concentrated within a skin depth of the plasma surface, 
typically a few centimeters. Low energy electrons in this current cannot efficiently 
transfer their kinetic energy to massive neutrals. Hence, electrons can sustain their 
energies while colliding with neutrals and are heated by the electromagnetic fields. 
The electron temperature is 3-5 eV for typical processing conditions and is much 
higher than the ion/neutral temperature, which is of the order of 0.05 eV. When the 
electron energies have been sufficiently promoted, typically from 1 to 20 eV, 
electrons can transfer their energies to neutrals and ions through inelastic collisions 
which lead to excitation, dissociation, attachment, ionization, recombination, or their 
combination. The discharge can be maintained when the electron generation through 
ionization balances the electron loss in the plasma.  
Additionally, the electrode in contact with the plasma charges up negatively 
while a positive space charge builds up near the surface. This space charge is referred 
to as a sheath. The sheath thickness is on the order of 1 mm and is the only region 
where charge separation exists. The potential across the sheath, i.e. the sheath 
potential, is typically 10-30 V. It accelerates the ions that enter the sheath towards the 
substrate which is placed on the electrode. The energy of the bombarding ions to the 
300 mm diameter of substrate electrode can be independently increased through use 




rf cycles, electrons are collected faster than ions at the electrode. The substrate 
charges up more negatively while the positive sheath near the substrate expands. This 
increases the time-averaged sheath voltage and the energy of impacting ions. The 
wafer is mounted at the center of the electrode that is cooled by a low temperature 
circulator. The ability to control ion energies independent of plasma density is an 
important feature of high density plasma systems and is absent in rf diodes, where the 
substrate electrode is used for plasma generation. 
 
B.   Capacitively Coupled Plasma 
Capacitive sources are often referred to as rf diodes.1.3 The discharge is 
sustained by the rf current directly applied to an electrode immersed in the plasma. 
The energies are coupled from rf currents to plasma electrons in two main ways: (1) 
Ohmic or collision heating. Free electrons in the plasma bulk respond to the 
instantaneously electric fields produced by the rf driving voltage and oscillate back 
and forth while massive ions respond only to the time-averaged electric field. (2) 
Stochastic or collisionless heating. Electrons are reflected from the field of a high-
voltage sheath and obtain momentum from the oscillating boundary. Energetic 
electrons are also created at the cathode because of secondary emission by ion 
bombardment. These electrons are accelerated by the sheath back into the body of the 
plasma. This secondary electron emission becomes important only if the electrode is 
made of the materials with a high secondary electron emission coefficient. 
Due to the inherent difference in electron heating, the plasma density of CCP 




applied to increase the density, but it results in many issues, such as a low efficiency 
of plasma heating and the erosion of the electrode due to high voltage sheaths. The 
plasma density of capacitive source is typically limited to 1010 cm-3. For a reasonable 
ion flux, the ion energy resulting from the broad sheath is usually high. It can lead to 
undesirable damage for wafer placed on the plasma-driven electrode. To 
independently control the plasma density and ion bombarding energy, CCP reactors 
employ two different RF frequencies. The high frequency RF supply is used to 
produce the plasma (source) and the low frequency RF supply is used to bias the 
substrate. This design is based on the fact that high frequency drive can produce a 
higher plasma density for a given power and avoid the interference to low frequency 
drive which controls the ion energy. Due to the advantage in selectivity and damage 
control, dual frequency CCP reactors are becoming the standard for etching of low 
dielectric constant materials. The pressure used in CCP is usually in the range of ten 
to hundreds mtorr, which is higher than for ICP. In addition, the floating potential in 
the CCP is strongly dependent on the chamber geometry and other processing 
parameters. It usually ranges from tens to hundreds volts, which is much higher than 





 Figure. 1.2: Schematic diagram of the dual frequency CCP reactor used in this work. 
 
A schematic of the dual frequency capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) reactor 
used in this work is shown in Fig. 1.2. The electrodes are inserted in a stainless steel 
vacuum chamber with an inner diameter of 250 mm. The diameters of the top and 
bottom electrodes are 150 and 125 mm respectively and the interelectrode distance is 
40 mm. An aluminum confinement ring with 150 mm diameter surrounds both 
electrodes and interelectrode space, and mechanically confines the plasma and 
provides an additional ground reference. The top electrode features a showerhead 




and Π-matching network configuration. Typical powers applied are in the range of 
100-300 W. The bottom electrode (substrate) is powered through a modified L-
matching network using a 4 MHz rf generator. Typical rf bias power applied are in 
the range of 50-150 W. The temperature of the bottom electrode is controlled at 10 °C 
using a low temperature circulator. The vacuum system is similar to that of the ICP 
reactor. The chamber base pressure is about 8×10−6  Torr. Typical total gas flow was 
set at 40 SCCM and the gas pressure was varied from 10 to 100 mTorr.  
 
1.2   Back-End-of-Line (BEoL) Interconnect Process 
 
 





Plasmas have been indispensable technologies for advanced materials 
processing in the manufacture of microelectronic devices. Leading-edge 
photolithography and plasma etching (PE) techniques have enormously shrunk the 
dimensions of transistors and enabled very large scale integration (VLSI) devices. In 
an integrated circuit (IC), individual transistors are connected by metallic 
interconnects which are separated by insulating dielectric in each layer. A typical 
cross-section of a Microprocessing Unit (MPU) device is shown in Fig. 1.3.1.9 The 
metal-1 layer pitches, for example, are 60-70 nm for 45 nm technology, while upper 
layer metal pitches increase progressively to optimize integration density. The 
interconnects are formed by the dual damascene patterning of dielectric films.1.10 The 
via-first dual damascene process is briefly illustrated in Fig. 1.4 and follows the 
following basic step: Step a) Dielectric layers are deposited with etching stop layers 
and a hard mask layer. A photoresist is spun onto the hard mask. The pattern for the 
via is then exposed and developed. Step b) The via is etched through the layer stack 
to the bottom etching stop layer. The patterned PR is then stripped. Step c) The 
photolithography process in step 1 is repeated. The pattern for the trench is developed. 
Step d) The trench is etched through the hard mask and the top dielectric layer to the 
embedded etching stop layer. Step e) Step The patterned PR is stripped. Step f). The 
bottom etching stop layer is etched. 






Figure 1.4: Via-first dual damascene patterning scheme for forming trenches and 
holes in dielectric materials that will be filled with metal to form the 
interconnecting wiring of an IC. 
 
1.3   Challenges of Plasma Processing at Nanoscale Dimension  
As the feature size of VLSI circuits is scaled down, metal lines in multi-layer 
structures, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3, are necessary to interconnect high-density circuits 
and enhance device performance. However, these designs emphasize the Resistance-
Capacitance (RC) signal delay of interconnects. When the effective channel length 
was 0.25 µm, interconnect-related RC delay contributed half of the total delay and 
limited the speed of circuits. To reduce this issue, aluminum/silicon dioxide (Al/SiO2) 
has been replaced by copper/low dielectric constant material (Cu/low k) as the 
scheme for interconnect technologies. The demand for k value of low dielectric 




line with 2007 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS), use of 
in interlevel insulator with an effective dielectric constant below 2.6 and width of 60 
to 70 nm at the lowest metal level is required.1.9 
Process integration of low k or ultralow k (ULK) dielectrics requires plasma 
etching of dielectric materials, stripping of the resist mask, and surface cleaning of 
PE-related residues without damaging the dielectric. Pores in the dielectric reduce the 
effective k value. The synthesis of most ULK materials utilizes processes where pores 
are generated by removal of one component of a dielectric film, e.g. of carbon-based 
groups for methyl silsesquioxane (MSQ) based silica.1.7 Promising ULK candidate 
materials have an overall porosity of up to 50%, a pore size below about 2 nm and 
contain a large amount of residual carbon, e.g. methyl groups. For ULK materials, the 
diffusivity of reactants during plasma processing is dramatically increased, which can 
make materials unstable and give rise to unacceptable changes of ULK properties. If 
conventional plasma processes are used, e.g. O2-based PR stripping process, the 
results can be a significant modification of nanoporous ULK materials. Typical 
problems seen with porous ULK films include carbon-loss from the trench/via 
sidewalls, and densification of the dielectric.1.11,1.12 These modifications increase the 
overall dielectric constant from the goal of 2.6 or lower for 45 nm technology and 
also lead to a loss of CD control in the overall process sequence. Process-induced 
materials modification have become a key problem since, at the 45 nm node, the 
extent of plasma etching, stripping, and cleaning modified surface regions of the ULK 
material using current process technology amounts to a 20-30 nm effect and is 




The overall goal of this work has been the rational design and validation of 
coordinated plasma etching, PR mask stripping and surface cleaning processes that 
are non-damaging to the ULK materials based on a fundamental understanding of the 
principal plasma surface interaction mechanisms as a function of process variables. 
Since the ULK modification caused by the PR stripping step of pattern transfer 
processes has been especially highlighted by ITRS, we emphasize studies of plasma 
ULK material surface/bulk interaction during PR stripping processes. It will provide 
the scientific basis for the design and further development of generic, mutually 
coordinated and consistent approaches to the pattern transfer, resist stripping and 
sidewall cleaning of ULK materials with goal of avoiding ULK damage and 
achieving an effective k value of 2.6 or lower at 45 nm lateral dimension. The use of 
CCP and remote plasma equipment, and an extensive coverage of relevant parameter 











1.4   Facilities of the Laboratory for Plasma Processing of Materials 
 
 
Figure 1.5: University of Maryland cluster system for plasma processing of materials 
 
Fig. 1.5 shows the cluster system in the laboratory for plasma processing of 
materials, University of Maryland. Various reactors, including an inductively coupled 
plasma reactor and a dual frequency capacitively coupled plasma reactor described 
above, are connected in this cluster system with a surface analysis chamber (Vacuum 
Generator ESCA Mk II). The major scientific theme of this laboratory is the 
characterization and understanding of the processes at the plasma-material interface 
that control the properties of the material or structure that is ultimately produced. To 
understand the plasma properties, measurements are conducted to obtain information 
of ion current or radical density using a Langmuir probe and optical emission 
spectroscopy. These tools provide real time information on plasma properties and 
enhance the process control. For materials characterization, in situ ellipsometers are 
installed in the capacitively coupled plasma reactor to real-time monitor the surface 




including ellipsometry, XPS, SIMS, and SEM. The studies in this thesis involve many 
collaborative efforts from industries and laboratories throughout the world, in 
particular for the characterizations of the samples after plasma process done at 
University of Maryland (UMD). I am grateful to these collaborators. To emphasize 
their contributions, a summary of overall measurements involved in this thesis is 
listed below. 
 
Measurement  Method  Location  Information  
Optical emission 
Spectroscopy 
In situ UMD Gas phase 
composition 




In situ UMD Downstream gas 
analysis 
Ellipsometry  In situ/      
ex situ 
UMD  Multilayer 
thickness and 
optical properties  
X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy  
Air transfer  UMD  Chemical 
information  
Time of flight secondary 
ion mass spectroscopy  




Ex situ  Texas Instruments and 
IBM 
Characterizations 
of structures  
 
1.5   Thesis Outline 
Unacceptable ULK sidewall damage for conventional O2 plasmas lead us to 
the investigation of H2 plasma stripping processes. In Chapter 2, H2-based remote PR 
stripping processes were conducted in the ICP reactor with a gap structure setup and a 
heating plate assembly. The effects of gas additions of N2 and Ar and substrate 
temperature varying between 200-275 °C on the ashing performance were evaluated 




modifications introduced during prior CCP C4F8/Ar plasma etching process and its 
interaction with the H2-based remote plasma is presented along with its impact on the 
ULK damage inflicted during the PR stripping process. 
In situ PR stripping processes are attractive to industries because of high 
integratability with ULK etching processes. For in situ ashing in conjunction with a 
CCP reactor, H2-based plasmas provide ashing rates much lower than practical values 
(since the use of a high temperature substrate is not possible). In Chapter 3, we 
examine the feasibility of CO2 as an alternative source gas other than H2 and O2 for in 
situ PR ashing processes compatible with ULK materials. The parameters for CO2 
processing were varied to optimize the PR removal efficiency related to ULK damage 
introduction. The mechanisms of plasma material interactions are discussed. 
In situ PR stripping, as a following step conducted in the CCP etching 
chamber, is subject to chamber memory effect due to the plasma etching step. In 
chapter 4, we studied how fluorine memory effects influence PR ashing rate and ULK 
modifications, respectively. The effect of the presence of PE-related modifications on 
material surfaces during the CO2 in situ processing is also described. 
Pore-sealing by etching byproduct deposited on ULK trench sidewall is a 
compelling strategy to protect ULK again plasma damage. In chapter 5, we examined 
the factors that determine the ability of PE-related residues/plasma surface 
modification of porous ULK sidewalls to protect the ULK materials during 




ULK sidewall-protection approach in conjunction with coordinated plasma etching 
and PR stripping process. 
 Finally, chapter 6 summarizes the main conclusions of all these studies 


















Chapter 2:  Influence of C4F8/Ar-Based and H2-Based Remote 
Ashing Processes on Ultralow k Material Modifications 
 
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 28, 2010 
M.-S. Kuo, X. Hua, G. S. Oehrlein, A. Ali, P. Jiang, P. Lazzeri, and M. Anderle 
 
ABSTRACT 
We evaluated photoresist (PR) stripping processes that are compatible with 
ultralow dielectric constant (ULK) materials using H2-based remote plasmas 
generated in an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) reactor. The materials used were 
193 nm PR and nanoporous SiCOH-based ULK (JSR LKD 5109). PR ashing rates 
and ULK damage (carbon depletion) were measured for H2, H2/N2, and H2/Ar 
discharges as a function of substrate temperature over the range 200 to 275°C. We 
employed ellipsometry, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), optical emission 
spectroscopy (OES), and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS) 
for analysis. For our H2 remote plasmas and a substrate temperature in the range 200 
to 275 °C, the PR ashing rate varied from 270 to 880 nm/min, whereas 3 to 5 nm of 
ULK damage was measured for 20 sec remote plasma exposure. As a useful process 
metric, we defined ashing efficiency as the thickness of PR removed over the 
thickness of ULK simultaneously damaged. PR stripping processes can be optimized 
to an ashing efficiency of ~60 for substrate temperatures above 250°C, if pure H2 




rate and, especially for N2, such additions dramatically increased ULK damage. This 
resulted in reduced ashing efficiency for these cases.  
To clarify the impact of etching/ashing process interactions on ULK 
modification, we exposed blanket ULK film to C4F8/Ar-based etching plasmas 
employing a dual frequency (40.68/4 MHz) capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) 
reactor. Plasma exposures of the ULK were performed utilizing a silicon roof which 
shielded the ULK film located underneath from direct ion bombardment. Since the 
aspect ratio of the small gap structure was selected to be equal to that of an actual 
trench structure, trench sidewall-like surface modifications induced by etching 
processes along with their impact on ashing damage that was introduced during a 
subsequent PR stripping process can be simulated and studied on blanket films with 
appropriate size. XPS revealed fluorocarbon (FC) deposition together with ~3 nm of 
ULK damage on the ULK film surface after the FC plasma etching process. Most of 
the deposited FC material was removed during a subsequent H2-based remote plasma 
treatment at 275 °C. The influence of surface modifications introduced by the prior 
C4F8/Ar-based etching exposure on hydrogen permeation of the ULK material during 
a subsequent H2 remote plasma ashing process was studied by substituting deuterium 
(D2) for H2 in the remote plasma process and performing ToF-SIMS analysis. ToF-
SIMS depth profiling of ULK films exposed to D2 plasma showed reduced D 
permeation in the ULK films with C4F8/Ar etching plasma exposure relative to that 
without such FC plasma exposure. 
Photoresist patterned ULK structures were also processed, employing the 




damage results measured with trench structures were consistent with the above 




2.1   Introduction 
The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) 2006 
update for Interconnects2.1 discusses that an interlevel metal insulator with a bulk 
dielectric constant k = 2.1 to 2.4 [ultralow k (ULK) materials] is required for a line 
width below 40 to 50 nm at the lowest metal level. Nanoporous silica-based dielectric 
materials are generated by thermal or ultraviolet (UV) decomposition of sacrificial 
organic components from the dielectric films as deposited.2.2 Most of the silica-based 
ULK materials contain Si bound methyl groups (Si-CH3), referred to as SiCOH. The 
Si-CH3 terminates continuous silica structures and stabilizes the nanopores. Process 
integration of ULK dielectrics requires plasma etching of dielectric materials, 
stripping of PR masks, and surface cleaning of plasma etching-related residues 
without damaging the dielectrics. SiCOH dielectric materials are susceptible to 
damage from plasma species which typically destroy Si-CH3 bonds and restore the 
porous dielectric to a SiO2-like structure with high k value.2.3,2.4 Process-induced 
materials modifications have become a key problem since, at the 45 nm node, the 
extent of plasma etching, stripping, and cleaning modified surface regions of the ULK 
material using current process technology amounts to a 20-30 nm effect and is 






Figure 2.1: Illustration of ULK damage issue introduced by plasma-based PR 
stripping during the fabrication of an interconnecting structure. 
 
It is well known that both remote (isotropic) and in situ (anisotropic) plasma 
stripping of the PR mask using conventional O2 plasma leads to unacceptable ULK 
damage.2.5 Chemistries other than oxygen must be considered for PR stripping 
processes that are compatible with ULK materials.2.6-2.9 In situ PR stripping using 
CO2 plasmas has been studied in a capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) etcher; the 
results will be presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.2.10 The current article focuses on 
remote processing, which eliminates device degradation from energetic ion 
bombardment. In previous work,2.3,2.11 we have shown that hydrogen (H2) remote 
plasma ashing of PR in our reactor introduced little ULK damage while providing a 
satisfactory ashing rate of PR materials for a substrate temperature near 300 °C. This 
indicates that activated hydrogen species may act very differently when attacking 




bonds inside the nanoporous dielectrics. The selective attack of PR material in H2 
plasmas can be used as a basis for formulating ULK-compatible PR ashing gas 
mixtures. Since the use of pure H2 discharge may not be desirable due to its low 
ashing rate relative to O2 discharge, we investigated the performance of gas mixtures 
that included H2/N2 and H2/Ar. The PR stripping (ashing) rate and ULK materials 
damage introduced at substrate temperatures in the range 200-275 °C were measured. 
Surface chemistry characterizations of ULK material, along with plasma 
compositional analysis, allowed us to obtain insights into plasma/ULK interactions 
and correlate these data with the results of process performance studies.  
For realistic pattern transfer processes, PR stripping takes place after ULK 
plasma etching. Fluorocarbon (FC)-based plasmas are employed for plasma etching 
of silica-based dielectrics, and produce FC film coverage at ULK trench sidewalls.2.12-
2.14 We examined C4F8/Ar plasma etching-related ULK surface modifications and 
their interactions with H2-based remote plasma processes during PR removal. 
Macroscopic blanket ULK films were coated with materials analogous to sidewall 
films using a small gap structure approach.2.12,2.13 These studies enabled surface 
chemical characterization of C4F8/Ar etching-induced ULK modifications and 






2.2   Experimental Setup and Procedures 
Nanoporous silica (JSR LKD 5109), a spin-coated methyl silsesquioxane 
(MSQ)-based dielectric with k = 2.2, was used as the ULK material.2.15-2.17 The 
nanopores are created as a result of the removal of the polymeric porogen from the 
matrix. The pore diameter is about 2~3 nm, and overall porosity is above 30%.  
H2-based remote plasma ashing processes were performed in the ICP reactor 
(see Fig. 1.1) with a gap structure setup. The discharge conditions were 1000 W 13.56 
MHz source power, a pressure of 100 mTorr and total gas flow rate of 50 SCCM. 
Samples were mounted on the center of a 15 cm diameter circular heating plate 
assembled on the 300 mm diameter of the bottom electrode.2.11 For remote plasma 
processing, a 15 cm diameter bare silicon roof, supported by two aluminum spacers, 
was placed above heating plate and kept the samples from directly exposing to 
plasma. The schematic of the gap structure is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. Due to high 
aspect ratio of the gap structure, ions were effectively de-ionized by frequent collision 
with surfaces on the way to sample; importance of neutral species relative to ions was 
hereby emphasized on sample surface. We believe that the results obtained with this 
setup captures essential elements of the plasma surface interaction that would be seen 
for a commercial remote plasma reactor. In this work, the gas chemistries of H2/N2 
and H2/Ar were examined, with the ULK substrate temperature varying between 200-






Figure 2.2: Schematic of the gap structure. Samples placed in the region shielded by 
the roof primarily interact with neutral, the remote plasma processing regime. 
 
For the etching/ashing process interaction studies, a dual frequency (40.68 
/4.0 MHz) capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) reactor (see Fig. 1.2) was employed 
for ULK etching. A gas mixture consisting of C4F8/90%Ar (total gas flow of 40 
SCCM) was employed, to which additional gas flows of either 2 SCCM O2 or 4 
SCCM N2 were added for specific experiments. These etching plasma gas 
compositions are denoted as C4F8/Ar/O2 and C4F8/Ar/N2. Other parameters were a gas 
pressure of 30 mTorr and 200 W rf (40.68 MHz) power applied to the top electrode. 
The bottom electrode was biased, using 100 W rf (4 MHz) power and controlled at 





Figure 2.3: (a) Schematic of the small gap structure used in this work. (b) Simulation 
of ULK sidewall with blanket samples in region (III) (Drawings not to scale). 
 
During actual plasma etching processes, ULK surfaces at vertical sidewalls 
see little direct ion bombardment and primarily react with plasma neutrals. The 
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structures because this determines the number of collisions with sidewalls. The 
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) interconnect technology requires a contact 
A/R >20 for 45 nm technology.2.1 For ULK characterization, a gap structure, 
illustrated in Fig. 2.3, was assembled using a bare silicon (Si) roof with a width of 39 
mm and a height (H) of 1.3 mm supported by two Si spacers.2.13 The ULK samples 
were located underneath the center of the Si roof.  The blanket ULK films located in 
the small gap were shielded from direct ion bombardment by the silicon roof. The 
distance of the sample location relative to the roof edge (L) was 19.5 mm, giving an 
aspect ratio of the gap structure of about 15. Because the A/R of the gap structure was 
selected to be equal to that of the actual trench structure, trench sidewall-like surface 
modification induced by plasma-etching processes can be simulated and studied using 
blanket ULK films. 
These ULK films were then exposed to H2-based remote plasmas in the ICP 
reactor under selected ashing conditions. For these etching/ashing combined 
experiments and their ashing controls, a Kapton film was attached to the inner side of 
the quartz window in the ICP reactor to prevent production of inadvertent oxygen 
from window sputtering2.18,2.19 during the remote plasma processes. The interaction of 
the plasma with this film, i.e. consumption of plasma species due to its reaction with 
the Kapton, led to a lowering of reactive plasma species relative to conditions 
examined in prior work.2.3,2.11 In parallel, trench ULK structures were processed and 




The glow of H2/N2 plasmas produced in the ICP reactor was characterized 
using optical emission spectroscopy (OES). The density change of plasma species 
with different H2/N2 gas mixture ratios was estimated by Ar actinometry.2.20 
For ULK materials analysis, a variety of complementary materials 
characterization techniques were used to characterize thickness, chemical 
composition on the surface and in the depth of blanket films, and to obtain micro 
images of stacked structures. These techniques included single wavelength 
ellipsometry, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), time-of-flight secondary ion 
mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Film 
thickness was measured by a single wavelength laser ellipsometer in the polarizer-
compensator-sample-analyzer (PCSA) configuration with a 632.8 nm He/Ne laser 
source beam incident at an angle near 73° from the surface normal. XPS surface 
analysis was performed in a Vacuum Generators ESCA Mk II analysis chamber. 
Using a nonmonochromatized Mg Kα x-ray source (1253.6 eV), photoelectrons were 
emitted into the analyzer with a slit size of 15 mm × 6 mm. Photoemission intensities 
were acquired at 90° takeoff angles and spectra obtained at dwell time of 500 ms and 
pass energy of 20 eV. ToF-SIMS (Ion-TOF, ToF-SIMS IV) depth profiling utilized 
Cs+ at 1.5 keV as the sputtering beam, electron flooding for charge compensation, and 
Ga+ at 15 keV as the primary probe. Samples for depth profiling were sputter-coated 
with a thin layer of gold. The depth crater was calibrated by a mechanical 
profilometer (KLA TENCOR, P15). SEM (Hitachi S4800) images were acquired 
using an electron beam acceleration voltage of less than 2 kV to avoid dimension 




The damage thickness of ULK presented in this work was quantified using the 
hydrofluoric (HF)-staining approach.2.21 The plasma-exposed ULK is dipped into 1% 
diluted HF acid solution, which selectively etches the carbon-depleted ULK layer at 
the surface. The time for wet etching was 15 sec. The thickness change of ULK films 
before plasma exposure and after HF-dipping was measured by ellipsometry using a 
single layer model and is reported as plasma damage thickness. In this work, the 
material and discharge conditions can be well reproduced and the uncertainty of 
reported ULK damage depth for different processing conditions was primarily 
attributed to errors from the DHF approach. The coefficient of variation defined as 
the standard deviation divided by the mean was within 6 % for our experiments. The 
difference of ULK damage depth reported for a variety of process conditions is 
statistically significant. 
 
2.3   Results and Discussion 
2.3.1   Blanket materials exposed to remote discharges 
A.   Ashing efficiency 
Blanket PR and ULK films were exposed to H2-based remote plasmas at 
substrate temperatures between 200-275 °C. Results of PR ashing rate and ULK 
damage measurements are summarized in Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b). Both PR ashing rate 
and ULK damage increase strongly with increasing substrate temperatures. It is 
desirable to maximize the PR ashing rate relative to the introduction of ULK damage. 
This suggests defining ashing efficiency (AE) as the thickness of PR removed divided 




parameter is shown for a process time of 20 sec in Fig. 2.4(c). Relative to pure H2 
remote plasma, the addition of N2 or Ar did not improve PR ashing efficiency. The 
addition of N2 to H2 dramatically increased ULK damage for the substrate 
temperatures examined. The performance of pure N2 remote plasma is also included 
as a reference in Fig. 2.4. N2 remote plasma displays a relatively low ashing rate and 
very high ULK damage. In general, AE was improved by increasing the substrate 
temperature. Pure H2 discharges provided the highest values of AE (~60) and 
simultaneously (at 275 °C) an ashing rate that approached 900 nm/min for the 





















































































Figure 2.4: (a) PR ashing rate, (b) ULK damage thickness, and (c) AE for 20 
remote plasma processing at various substrate temperatures and plasma 
chemistries. ULK damage thickness was evaluated using 1% HF solution/15 s 
dipping method. AE is defined as the thickness of PR layer removed divided by 
the thickness of ULK material damaged during the same process step (20 s 





B.   Composition of H2/N2 plasmas 
The H2/N2 plasmas in the glow region can be characterized by optical 
emission spectroscopy (OES). As an illustration, the spectrum obtained with H2/N2 
(1/1) plasma is displayed in Fig. 2.5. The identification of molecular and atomic 
spectra is based on The Identification of Molecular Spectra2.22 and NIST Atomic 
Spectra Database.2.23 In Fig. 2.5, the N2 first (B3Πg→A3Σg+) and second 
(C3Πu→B3Πg) positive systems can be seen. Distinct emission lines at 656.3 nm and 
486.2 nm are identified as H atom emission lines (Hα: n=3→2 and Hβ: n=4→2 of the 
H Balmer lines). The emission at 336 nm is attributed to NH (imidogen) (A3Π→Χ3Σ-). 
For N atoms, the emission line at 821.6 nm (3p4P0→3s4P) was the only observable N 
line with a high signal/noise ratio. The species interacting with the PR and ULK 
materials in a remote plasma environment are long-lived neutrals produced in the 
plasma. In the work of Amorim et al. in H2/N2 DC plasmas,2.24 it was found that NH 
radicals can be detected in the glow region, but not in the post-glow region; they 
concluded that NH radicals are quickly extinguished by reactive collisions with gases 
and chamber walls. Although NH can be detected in the glow region by OES, its 
significance to material reaction in the remote region is neglected. H and N atoms in 
their ground state are the most populated active species in H2/N2 plasmas. Since their 
wall loss probabilities in H2/N2 systems are very small,2.25,2.26 we expect that their flux, 
which was incident at the surface of the materials in the remote plasma environment, 
was strongly related to densities in the glow region. The density change of H and N 
atoms in the glow region for different H2/N2 mixtures was estimated by Ar 




750.4 nm and 811.6 nm can be detected. Optical emission lines of H at 656.3 nm, N 
at 821.6 nm, and N2 at 357.7 nm in the second positive system are selected for 
actinometry with the Ar line at 811.6 nm. At first, their intensities are collected as a 
function of H2/N2 mixtures and shown in Fig. 2.6(a). Ar emission intensity with 
increasing N2 content in H2/N2 mixtures indicates decreasing excitation efficiency of 
Ar, which might be related to the change in electron temperature. The threshold 
energies of electron-impact optical excitation are 13.1 eV for the selected Ar line and 
11.1 eV for the N2 second positive system. According to the linear relationship of N2 
emission with increasing N2 content in H2/N2 mixtures in Ar actinometry [see Fig. 
2.6(b)], it can be confirmed that the optical emission of N2 and also H and N with 
threshold energies of 12.1 and 11.8 eV in our H2/N2 plasmas was excited by the same 
electron group with the selected Ar line. Although atomic species such as H and N in 
optical excitation states may not come only from direct electron impact excitation but 
also from dissociative excitation, the high threshold energies for dissociative 
excitation [18.1 and 24.3 eV for H2 and N2 (Ref. 2.27), respectively] likely minimized 
their contribution. The fidelity of actinometry to quantify density changes of H and N 
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Figure 2.5: OES for H2/N2 (1/1) plasma in ICP reactor. 3% Ar was also added 
to the gas mixture to enable application of Ar actinometry. The emission lines 
selected for Ar actinometry are indicated with a * symbol. 
 
If N2 was added into H2 plasma, in order to maintain constant total pressure, 
the amount of H2 molecules in the reactor would be relatively reduced. One could 
expect fewer H atoms to be produced. However, Ar actinometry indicates that H atom 
density in the H2/N2 plasma peaked at about 30% N2 addition. This is likely a result 
of excitation of N2 to metastable states by electron impacts. The quenching of these 
metastable states provides additional dissociative channels, which significantly 
increases the H2 dissociation ratio.2.28 With the interplay between number density and 
the dissociation ratio of H2 molecules, the increase of H atoms can be observed with 
the addition of N2 to our plasmas from 0-50% N2 in the N2+H2 plasma. Additionally, 




quenching of vibrational states of N2 by collisions with H2 leads to the loss of N2 
population densities in the tail of the vibrational distribution (for v≥ 25) and reduces 
the dissociation of N2 from vibrational-translational (V-T) energy exchanges.2.24,2.29 
Compared with N2 content in H2/N2 mixtures, the increase of N atoms with the N2 
addition was relatively slow. In other words, the dissociation of N2 in plasmas was 
suppressed by H2 molecules. 
 

































Figure 2.6: (a) Optical emission intensities of selected spectral lines detected for 
H2/N2 discharges. In (b), the emission line/Ar (811.6 nm) intensity ratios are shown 
as a function of the nitrogen content in the H2/N2 mixtures fed to plasma. The Ar 






C.   Remote plasma/ material reaction 
a.   Apparent activation energy 
The effect of temperature on a chemical reaction reflects the activation energy 
(Ea) of the reaction. To obtain Ea of PR ashing and ULK damage introduction with 
remote plasma exposure, Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b) were converted into Arrhenius plots 
and are shown in Fig. 2.7(a) and 2.7(b). Ea can be examined for each by the slope of 
straight line fits. Results for pure H2, H2/N2 (1/1), and pure N2 are displayed in Fig. 
2.7(a) for PR ashing and 2.7(b) for ULK damage. In the temperature range of 200-
275 °C, the linear fit suggests a constant Ea for ULK damage while the change of the 
slopes of the linear fit indicates a decreasing Ea of PR ashing with increasing 
temperature. Rather than activation energy, we prefer to use “apparent” activation 
energy since the measured rates are due to a sequence of reaction steps involving 
reactants in the remote plasma environment arriving at the surfaces of the materials 
and leading to PR removal and ULK damage. In our ashing processes, the removal of 
PR material was not only caused by its reaction with plasmas but also by thermal 
decomposition on elevated temperature substrates. Polymer typically starts to 
decompose at temperatures above 200 °C.2.30 PR films after being loaded into the 
reactor under atmosphere remained on the elevated temperature substrate for 
approximately 30 minutes while evacuating the vessel to its designated base pressure. 
With 400 nm of initial thickness, more than 100 nm of thickness may be lost due to 
thermal decomposition on a substrate at elevated temperature during pump down. The 
ashing rate here was defined as total thickness loss divided by 20 sec of plasma 




shown in Fig. 2.4(a) can be more than 300 nm/min. Since thermal decomposition 
shows a different dependence than plasma/material interaction on temperature, it may 
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Figure 2.7: Arrhenius plots of (a) PR ashing rate and (b) ULK damage thickness for 
remote plasma processing. Results obtained with pure H2, H2/N2 (1/1), and pure N2 





The ULK damage is caused by the penetration and reaction of plasma 
reactants within the dielectric material. Therefore, the growth of the damage thickness 
during the plasma exposure may be expected to be limited by reactant diffusion in 
two ways: (1) the required diffusion path for plasma reactants such as H and N 
increases with damaged layer thickness; (2) the damage-derived densification reduces 
the diffusivity and flux of plasma reactants inside the porous material. The apparent 
activation energies Ea measured here for both ULK damage introduction and PR 
cannot be easily interpreted due to the contribution of multiple processes. However, 
these quantities are useful process optimization parameters since they express the 
relative temperature sensitivities of ULK damage and PR ashing. The data collected 
from our ashing processes indicates an apparent activation energy Ea ~0.35 eV for PR 
ashing, which is higher than the apparent activation energy Ea ~0.15 eV obtained for 
ULK damage introduction. As the substrate temperature is increased, the PR ashing 
rate grows more rapidly than ULK damage introduction, consistent with the 
observation of a greater AE when higher substrate temperatures were employed for 
processing. However, as the substrate temperature is increased, the apparent 
activation energy for PR ashing decreases and approaches the apparent activation 
energy for ULK damage introduction. This is in agreement with our observation that 





b.   Characteristics of H2/N2 mixture remote plasmas in materials processing  
Even though thermal decomposition contributed to PR removal in our ashing 
process, the loss of PR thickness due to thermal decomposition for a given substrate 
temperature is assumed to be the same for different remote plasma chemistries. N2 
addition to H2 can enhance the PR ashing rate for less than ~50% N2 [see Fig. 2.4(a)]. 
The increase of the ashing rate upon N2 addition reflects the increase of the H density 
[which peaks at ~30% N2 addition as per Fig. 2.6(b)] seen in the OES measurements. 
However, the increase of the PR ashing rate was far less than the simultaneous 
increase of the ULK damage thickness [see Fig. 2.4(b)].  
To study the interaction of porous ULK with H2 remote plasma, Lazzeri et 
al.2.31 exposed ULK to D2 remote plasma and characterized the D depth profile by 
ToF-SIMS. They found that D from the remote plasma replaced intrinsic H in the 
original ULK films, but the total amount of H + D remained unchanged. This 
replacement reaction between D from plasma and intrinsic H in the films confirms the 
finding that H species from the plasma can penetrate into the ULK films and replace 
H without changing the stoichiometry of the ULK films. For N2 remote plasma, the 
interaction with ULK has different consequences and can lead to significantly more 
ULK damage relative to H2 remote plasma exposure. 
For the data described up to this point, ULK damage was determined by the 
HF-staining method after different processing conditions. XPS was employed for the 
ULK surface chemistry studies to be described next. Although the probing depth of 
XPS was limited to ~10 nm, and most experimental conditions used induced deeper 




the mechanism of ULK damage. ULK was exposed to remote plasmas with the 
substrate at 22 °C [room temperature (RT)]. The minimum amount of ULK damage 
at RT can be a baseline for the study of temperature effects when compared with 
results at 275 °C, at which the best AE was obtained. Completed XPS spectra 
including C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, and N 1s of untreated ULK and ULK exposed to H2, 
H2/N2 (1/1), and N2 remote plasmas at RT and 275 °C are displayed in Fig. 2.8. 
Integrated intensities of C-Si/C-C peaks in C 1s and total Si 2p and O 1s were divided 
by their initial intensities of untreated sample and labeled by the peaks. The reduction 
of C-Si/C-C intensity indicates the ratio of carbon depletion caused by plasma in the 
top 10 nm surface region. At RT, a greater amount of ULK damage is seen in pure N2 
compared to pure H2 remote plasma. For H2/N2 (1/1), the ULK damage level was in 
between but much less than that of pure N2. This result can be related to our gas phase 
characterization, which showed that N atom density was suppressed with H2 
molecules. This supports the picture that N atoms are primarily responsible for ULK 




































































































Figure 2.8: C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, and N 1s XPS spectra of untreated ULK and ULK 
exposed to pure H2, H2/N2 (1/1), and pure N2 remote plasmas at RT and 275 °C for 
60 s. The numbers listed next to the peaks of the C 1s, Si 2p, and O 1s spectra are 
the integrated C-Si/C-C, Si, and O peak intensities divided by the values measured 
for untreated ULK. 
 
At RT, the ULK damage level introduced in H2/N2 and pure H2 plasma was 
similar. As the temperature was raised to 275 °C, the damage for H2/N2 (1/1) plasma 
increased to a level comparable to pure N2 plasma, while the ULK damage after pure 
H2 plasma exposure remained minor. As carbon was depleted from the ULK, the Si 
and O signals were changed. The shift of the Si 2p and O 1s binding energies was 
consistent with the depletion of carbon. The increase of O 1s intensities indicates that 




exposed to air. For N2-containing plasmas, incorporation of N in ULK can be 
observed in the N 1s spectra. The weak N 1s intensities have been explained by 
Lazzeri et al.,2.32 who showed that N-related intermediate compounds were apparently 
converted into volatile species and lost from the surface. 
After pure N2 plasma exposure of ULK, -NO bonding can be observed as a 
shoulder on N 1s peak at about 401.9 eV binding energy (BE) as observed in Fig. 2.8. 
Oxygen incorporation into the ULK material is also indicated in the C 1s spectra, 
which showed C-O, C=O, O-C-O, O-C=O and O-(C-O)-O moieties between 286 and 
289 eV BE (Fig. 2.8).2.33 Residual oxygen existed in H2/N2 plasma. A possible source 
of oxygen may be the oxygen sputtered off from the quartz (SiO2) window of the 
apparatus by plasma ions. Since heavier N2 ions have a higher sputter yield than H2, 
the residual O content of the discharge may be expected to increase with N2 content 
in the H2/N2 plasma. The O content may also come from the residual H2O in vacuum 
chamber, which was dissociated during the operation of N2-containing discharges. 
 
c.   Reaction mechanism and influence on ashing efficiency 
Based on the data of Grill et al.2.34 and Lazzeri et al.,2.31 we assume that, for 
H2 remote plasma, replacement of intrinsic H in the ULK film with H atoms from the 
plasma takes place, while simultaneously, no significant carbon depletion by 
formation of volatile CH4 with H occurs. For N2 remote plasmas, N atoms could 
deplete carbon in the ULK by directly cleaving bonds between Si and methyl (-CH3) 




moieties,2.32 which may subsequently be converted into volatile HCN and lead to 
additional carbon loss. Lazzeri’s ToF-SIMS depth profiling data2.32 also indicates that 
the chemical modification caused by D2/N2 (3/1) plasma relative to pure N2 plasma 
was less intense but the modified layer was broader. This is consistent with the idea 
that high film densification is caused by the greater reactivity of a pure N2 plasma 
which reduces the flux of plasma reactants into the porous ULK and restricts the 
plasma modification depth by causing more significant surface densifications. Our 
HF-staining approach consistently showed smaller ULK damage thickness for H2/N2 
gas mixtures relative to pure N2. It suggests that HF (1%, 15 sec) may not be able to 
etch and resolve the tail portion of the ULK modified layer with a minor chemistry 
change. However, since the chemical modification of the extended layer was 
relatively minor and also the thickness extended beyond the dimension of ULK in the 
actual trench structure used (< 45 nm), our findings of relative ULK damage 
thickness for different H2/N2 chemistries determined after HF-staining appear 
reasonable. The generation of N atoms is reduced relative to N2 and will result in 
lower ULK damage [see Fig. 2.4(b)].This leads to a gradual improvement of AE for 
increasing H2 in H2/N2 gas mixtures relative to using pure N2. The AE was 
dramatically increased only if no N2 was added. 
 
2.3.2   Etching/ashing combined experiments 
The ULK damage in etching/ashing combined experiments and in the ashing 
controls at 275 °C substrate temperature are shown in Fig. 2.9. As indicated in the 




studies of etching/ashing process interactions. Thus, the ULK ashing damage in both 
H2 and H2/N2 ashing control experiments which consisted of ashing by itself (see Fig. 
2.9) was reduced as compared to the results in Sec. 2.3.1 [see Fig. 2.4(b)]. 
Additionally, the damage to ULK material resulting from etching/ashing combined 
experiments was higher than in the ashing control experiment. Here we examined the 
question: What caused the additional damage found in the ULK after a plasma 
etching/ashing process sequence? The interactions that occurred during remote 
plasma ashing processes were thermally activated. If this additional damage had 
already been established after the CCP etching process, it should be independent of 
ashing process temperature. Alternatively, one could consider a mechanism where the 
additional damage was caused by the interaction of etching-induced surface 
modification with the ULK during the ashing process. In this case, for a thermally 
activated interaction process, we would expect that the magnitude of the additional 
damage would show a dependence on the substrate temperature of the ashing 
processes. For the sake of conciseness, the results were not shown here. However, our 
data showed that for both a) plasma etching/ashing process sequences and b) for 
ashing control experiments ULK damage increased with ashing temperature, but that 
the additional ULK damage introduced for plasma etch/ashing process sequences was 
constant and independent of ashing temperature. This proves that this additional 
damage was created after the CCP etching process, implying that C4F8/Ar-based CCP 
etching process introduces ULK damage in sidewalls during etching processes. The 
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Figure 2.9: ULK damage thickness for plasma etching/remote plasma ashing 
process sequences and ashing only. Plasma etching using a CCP reactor was 
performed using C4F8/Ar/O2 for 148 s and C4F8/Ar/N2 for 191 s. A small gap 
structure was used to expose the ULK material for sidewall-like conditions. The 
ashing processes consisted of exposures to H2 or H2/N2 (1/1) remote discharges 
for 60 s. Damage thickness was evaluated using the 1% HF solution selective 
etching method. 
 
A.   Trench sidewall evolution for sequential plasma processes  
XPS was used to characterize the surfaces of blanket ULK films exposed to 
C4F8/Ar/N2 and C4F8/Ar/O2 etching plasmas in a small gap structure. The results of C 
1s, F 1s, N 1s, Si 2p, and O 1s spectra are shown in Fig. 2.10. In the C 1s spectra, the 
plasma-deposited FC films with four characteristic peaks2.33 assigned to C-CFx (x=1, 
2, 3), CF, CF2, and CF3 bonding in the order of binding energies can be seen. For 




from CNF, NCF, NCF2, and NCF3 peaks in the C 1s spectrum and in NCxFy peak in 
the N 1s spectrum. The integrated intensities of N-related peaks matched for the N 1s 
and C 1s spectra after being normalized by their sensitivity factors. Relative to 
C4F8/Ar/O2, its CFx peak intensities in the C 1s spectra and CxFy intensity in F 1s 
spectra were higher, indicating more FC deposition on the ULK surface with the N2-
containing gas mixture. Signals of Si 2p and O 1s spectra derived from the ULK 
substrates. Due to being attenuated by the FC overlayer, their intensities show an 
inverse relationship to the amount of FC deposition (overlayer), i.e., weaker Si 2p and 
O 1s intensities for C4F8/Ar/N2 relative to C4F8/Ar/O2. The C/Si ratio of etching-
plasma-exposed ULK was calculated from intensities of C-Si/C-C moiety versus Si 
2p. It was 0.43 for C4F8/Ar/N2 and 0.32 for C4F8/Ar/O2. Since the initial value from 
untreated ULK was 0.62, the obvious loss of intrinsic carbon confirmed the plasma 






Figure 2.10: C 1s, F 1s, N 1s, Si 2p, and O 1s XPS spectra on ULK films exposed to 
CCP C4F8/Ar/O2 etching plasma for 148 s or C4F8/Ar/N2 etching plasma for 191 s in a 
small gap structure, which simulated sidewall-like exposure conditions. 
 
Fig. 2.11 shows the XPS spectra of ULK surfaces after C4F8/Ar-based plasma 
etching/remote H2 based ashing combined processes. For comparison, the spectra of 
untreated ULK and ULK with only remote ashing plasma exposure are also added. 
The etching-plasma-deposited FC films evident on the ULK surface (see Fig. 2.10) 
are nearly absent after the H2-based remote ashing procedure. Most of the F 1s signal 
was lost post H2 ashing. For C4F8/Ar/O2, the ratio of remaining F 1s intensities to that 
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from post-etching ULK was 25% for H2 [Fig. 2.11(c)] and 13 % for H2/N2 [Fig. 
2.11(f)] while for C4F8/Ar/N2, it was 14% for H2 [Fig. 2.11(d)] and 8% for H2/N2 [Fig. 
2.11(g)]. Even though C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma left more FC films on post-etching ULK 
surfaces, the N2-contained FC film was more easily removed by H2-based remote 
plasma than O2-based FC film. In general, H2/N2 (1/1) remote plasma is more 
efficient in etching-related FC residue cleaning than 100% H2. For the sake of having 
clear readings, the integrated peak intensities of intrinsic carbon C-Si/C-C, Si 2p, and 
O 1s and binding energies of Si 2p and O 1s with different processing conditions are 
summarized in Fig. 2.12. Since most of the FC was removed, with minimized signal 
attenuation due to an overlayer, the intensities of C-Si/C-C peak from ULK show 
sensitively the loss of intrinsic carbon due to etching/ashing plasma exposure by 
comparison with the initial intensity. The carbon loss indicates H2/N2 remote plasma 
[Fig. 2.12(a) (e))] introduced higher damage into the ULK than pure H2 [Fig. 2.12(a) 
(b)]. Due to etching-induced damage, the carbon loss on the ULK in the 
etching/ashing combined processes was worse than that on ULK only exposed to 
remote plasmas. Since the carbon content of the ULK has been depleted after the 
etching process, the loss of carbon while exposed to the remote ashing plasma 
appears to saturate. For the worst case of C4F8/Ar/O2 etching and H2/N2 ashing 
combined process [Fig. 2.12(a) (f)], the ratio of carbon loss reached ~57%. The 
difference between carbon loss after H2/N2 and pure H2 exposure [Fig. 2.12(a) (e) and 
(b)] is reduced with a prior C4F8/Ar etching plasma exposure [e.g., Fig. 2.12(a) (f) 
and (c) for C4F8/Ar/O2]. This shift of binding energies as shown in Fig. 2.12(b), of Si 




It is consistent with the depletion of C-Si/C-C peak intensities in C 1s spectra as 
shown in Fig. 2.12(a). For ashing controls [see Figs. 2.12(b) (b) and (e)], when carbon 
was depleted from Si-C by ashing plasma, Si was subsequently bonded with residual 
oxygen. The change of chemistry increased the binding energies of Si and O in silica 
networks. Since for H2/N2 plasma, more carbon was depleted than that for H2 plasma, 
a larger BE shift than that for H2 plasma can be seen. For H2 plasma exposure, the 
carbon depletion was much higher in etching/ashing combination relative to ashing 
control [see Fig. 2.12(a) (c) and (d) vs. (b)]; however, the amount of oxygen 
incorporation was not as responsive to the carbon depletion. That suggests that when 
the ULK was exposed to C4F8/Ar etching plasmas, carbon was depleted and the 
dangling site was replaced with fluorine. A portion of these fluorine can remain 
bonded through the ashing process and subsequent air exposure. The bonding of 
fluorine to Si also correlates the shift of Si 2p and O 1s spectra to a high BE [see Fig. 
2.12(b) (c) and (d) vs. (b)] when corresponsive oxygen incorporation was not 





































































Figure 2.11: C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, F 1s, and N 1s XPS spectra of ULK films exposed 
to CCP etching plasmas and remote ashing plasma process sequences. CCP 
etching plasma exposures were performed using C4F8/Ar/O2 plasma for 148 s or 
C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma for 191 s in a small gap structure, which simulated sidewall-
like exposure conditions. Subsequent remote plasma exposures were performed 
using H2 or H2/N2 (1/1) remote plasmas for 60 s. For comparison, the spectra of 
blanket ULK film and ULK films with remote plasma exposure (ashing controls) 
are also shown. (a) Untreated ULK; (b) H2 remote ashing only; (c) C4F8/Ar/O2 
etching + H2 remote ashing; (d) C4F8/Ar/N2 etching + H2 remote ashing; (e) H2/N2 
remote ashing only; (f) C4F8/Ar/O2 etching + H2/N2 remote ashing; (g) 

























































Figure 2.12: Summaries of (a) integrated intensities of C-Si/C-C in C 1s, Si in Si 
2p, and O in O 1s, and of (b) Si 2p and O 1s binding energies from Fig. 2.11. The 
integrated intensities are normalized relative to the values measured for the 
untreated ULK. 
 
B.   Effects of etching-introduced modification on ashing damage  
In order to directly evaluate the impact of etching processes on follow-on 
ashing damage by chemistry modification, we employed ToF-SIMS depth profiling to 
analyze ULK films. For these experiments, we used D2 instead of H2 for the ashing 
processes, which made it possible to distinguish “hydrogen atoms” (represented by D 
atoms) introduced during remote plasma processing from intrinsic H atoms in ULK 
films. Results for ULK films exposed to D2 remote plasma are shown in Fig. 2.13. 
The existence of D in ULK films confirmed the approximately 100 nm deep 
permeation of D during remote plasma exposure. The slightly lower deuterium (D) 




relative to that in ashing control experiments also confirmed the etching/ashing 
interaction for ULK ashing damage. Most of the FC deposit can be effectively 
removed by H2 remote plasma at elevated substrate temperatures. The residual 
penetrated FC appears to reduce D diffusion into the ULK films during the elevated 
temperature process. ULK damage, as evidenced by carbon depletion and SiO2 
densification from the surface, was, therefore, reduced for ULK films after 
C4F8/Ar/N2 and C4F8/Ar/O2 etching plasma exposure under sidewall-like conditions. 
Since this protection effect from sparse FC residuals was minor and observed only 




























Figure 2.13: ToF-SIMS depth profiling of ULK for plasma etching/remote 
plasma ashing combined experiments and ashing controls. CCP etching plasma 
exposures were performed using C4F8/Ar/O2 for 148 s or C4F8/Ar/N2 for 191 s in 
a small gap structure, which simulated sidewall-like exposure conditions. Remote 
plasma exposures were performed using D2 remote plasma with 275 °C substrate 
for 60 s. 
 
C.   Actual pattern transfer process for ULK materials 
The ashing process performance was evaluated in this work using both 
blanket and patterned ULK films. Pure H2 and H2/N2 (1/1) remote plasma ashing was 
performed on ~60 nm wide trench structures. SEM images displayed in Fig. 2.14(a) 
and 2.15(a) were obtained with structures plasma etched using C4F8/Ar/O2 for 177 sec 
and C4F8/Ar/N2 for 228 sec with the other parameters described in the experimental 




trench structures. The etched structures were exposed to H2 and H2/N2 remote 
plasmas at 275 °C substrate temperature for 60 sec for PR ashing. According to the 
analysis of SEMs obtained with post-ashing structures [see Fig. 2.14(b) and 2.15(b) 
for H2; 2.14(c) and 2.15(c) for H2/N2], the effective ashing rate of H2/N2 remote 
plasma was slightly higher than that of pure H2 remote plasma. For samples prepared 
using C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma etching, the etching time was extended and the remaining 
post-etching PR layer was thinner. This also led to less post-ashing PR residue on the 
structures as compared to structures plasma etched using C4F8/Ar/O2. HF etching of 
post-ashing ULK employing trench structures has been widely used for SEM 
characterization of ULK damage for pattern transfer and mask stripping 
processes.2.6,2.8,2.9 The damage of post-ashing ULK was assessed following HF-
dipping. The profile changes [see Figs. 2.14(d) and 2.15(d) for H2; Figs. 2.14(e) and 
2.15(e) for H2/N2] clearly indicate that H2/N2 remote plasmas introduced more ULK 
damage than occurred with pure H2 remote plasmas. In addition, ULK trench profiles 
were severely damaged at the top corners with the H2/N2 plasma, where rounding is 
observed. The structure effect was caused by the combination of the characteristics of 
the remote plasma reaction and the selection of layer stacks. During remote plasma 
ashing, the PR mask is removed isotropically. Since there was no hard mask between 
PR and ULK in our layer stacks, the top surface of the ULK was gradually opened 
and exposed to the remote plasma. This created an additional damage pathway for 
plasma reactants to attack the ULK and thus caused greater damage at the top corners. 
For samples with C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma etching, due to less PR coverage on the ULK 




was more pronounced. As a result, more ULK damage can be seen than with 
C4F8/Ar/O2 plasma etching. Although the quality of the SEM images is not very good, 
the ULK damage differences between using H2 or H2/N2 plasmas for PR ashing for 
etching/ashing combined processes can be distinguished for the Fig. 2.14 and Fig. 
2.15 SEM data. The ULK damage was defined as the loss of ULK between post-
etching and after HF-dipping. Estimated at the height in the trench, which is ~100 nm 
under the top surface of the ULK stack, damage using either C4F8/Ar/O2 or 
C4F8/Ar/N2 etching was approximately 10 nm for H2 ashing and 20 nm for H2/N2 
ashing. The difference of modified thickness between H2 and H2/N2 ashing are 
quantitatively consistent with the data shown in Fig. 2.9, which were obtained using 






Figure 2.14: Illustration and SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches 
etched using (a) CCP C4F8/Ar/O2 plasma for 177 s, (b) subsequently ashed by 
pure H2, or (c) H2/N2 (1/1) remote plasma at 275 °C substrate for 60 s, and finally 









Figure 2.15: SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches etched using (a) CCP 
C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma for 228 s, (b) subsequently ashed by pure H2, or (c) H2/N2 (1/1) 
remote plasma at 275 °C substrate for 60 s, and finally dipped into 1% HF 
solution/15 s for damage evaluation [(b)→(d), (c)→(e)]. 
 
2.4   CONCLUSIONS 
Hydrogen remote plasma processes were examined for stripping of 193 nm 
PR and for compatibility with nanoporous carbon-containing ULK materials. For the 
process conditions used in our work (H2 remote plasma, 100 mTorr gas pressure, 50 




275°C), the PR ashing rate can approach 900 nm/min while the ULK damage was 
limited to 5 nm for 20 sec remote plasma exposure. Increasing the substrate 
temperature from 200 to 275°C increased the PR removal rate more rapidly than the 
ULK damage spatial extent. This suggests the use of a substrate temperature of 250°C 
to 275°C, for which an ashing efficiency of ~60 is possible. The influence of N2 or Ar 
gas additions to H2 on ULK damage and ashing efficiency was also examined. Over 
the temperature range examined, ULK damage thickness increased with the amount 
of N2 in the H2/N2 gas mixture. At a substrate temperature of 275°C, required to 
achieve a practical PR ashing rate for H2/N2, we observed strongly enhanced ULK 
damage for H2/N2 gas mixtures, and ashing efficiency could not be increased for 
H2/N2 relative to pure H2. 
The surface modifications at ULK trench sidewalls introduced by C4F8/Ar 
plasma etching processes and interactions with H2 based remote plasma PR stripping 
processes were also investigated. For C4F8/Ar/O2 or C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma etching in a 
CCP reactor, we observed, in reference to blanket ULK materials processed under 
sidewall-like conditions, the introduction of ~ 3 nm FC deposits. After additional H2 
remote plasma ashing at a substrate temperature of 275°C, most of the FC deposit 
was removed. Deuterium depth profiling of ULK films by ToF-SIMS after CCP 
etching/D2-based remote plasma ashing and comparison with specimens that were 
exposed only to D2-based remote plasma ashing showed that the FC coating/ULK 
surface modifications introduced by the CCP etching processes reduced D permeation 




Patterned ULK structures were processed, employing the same ashing 
conditions after prior FC plasma etching in a CCP reactor. The ULK damage results 
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Chapter 3:  Mechanistic Study of ULK-Compatible CO2 In Situ 
Photoresist Ashing Processes. I. Process Performance and Influence 
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ABSTRACT 
In situ photoresist (PR) ashing processes are attractive because of the ease of 
process integration with plasma etching processes. We have examined the 
performance of carbon dioxide (CO2) as a source gas for in situ PR ashing processes 
compatible with ultralow k (ULK) materials and compared it with results obtained 
using O2. We performed measurements of 193 nm PR ashing rates in a dual 
frequency capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) reactor. The damage to porous ULK 
feature sidewalls was simulated by exposing blanket ULK films in a non-line-of-sight 
fashion in a small gap structure to the plasma-generated reactants. The pressure for 
the in situ ashing processes was varied from 10-100 mTorr, and the self-bias voltages 
ranged from floating potential to ~-400 V. To increase line-of-sight etching of PR by 
inert ion bombardment, Ar/CO2 mixtures with up to 75% Ar were investigated. The 
ULK material modifications were analyzed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS) and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). Plasma-




SiCOH ULK films. To compare the performance of different ashing processes for PR 
stripping from ULK material, we introduced an ashing efficiency (AE) parameter 
which is defined as the thickness of PR removed over the thickness of ULK 
simultaneously damaged, and can be considered a process figure of merit. AE with 
CO2 was about 3 times greater than AE with O2 for the same process conditions. 
When a 75% Ar/CO2 gas mixture was used and a -100 V substrate bias was applied 
during PR ashing, a PR ashing rate of 200 nm/min could be achieved for a 10 mTorr 
Ar/CO2 plasma. For this process, the measured AE was 230, more than 10× greater 
than AE achieved with O2 discharges using the same conditions. We found that ULK 
damage showed a direct dependence on the atomic oxygen densities of both CO2 and 
O2 discharges which was characterized by optical emission of discharges. The 
question whether in-diffusion of carbon species from CO2 discharges into ULK 
material was significant was also examined. For this we substituted 13CO2 for 12CO2 
and performed ToF-SIMS analysis of the exposed ULK films. No significant amount 
of 13C from 13CO2 plasmas was detected either on the surface or in the bulk of the 









3.1   Introduction 
Resistance-capacitance (RC) delay, crosstalk and power dissipation associated 
with the increasing capacitance of interconnect structures have become limiting 
factors for the performance of high-speed microelectronics and driven the 
introduction of low dielectric constant materials.3.1-3.3 Of these, porous ultralow k 
(ULK) materials with an effective dielectric constant (κeff) lower than 2.6 can meet 
the requirements of the 45 nm node and beyond.3.4 However, during plasma-based 
pattern transfer and ashing processes, pore-enhanced plasma reactant diffusion leads 
to severe ULK modifications (see for instance, the ITRS 2007 edition3.5, which has 
emphasized the impact of damage during PR stripping on κeff of the ULK dielectric as 
well as on reliability and yield). To achieve coordinated non-damaging PR stripping 
processes for porous ULK materials, the ashing plasma/ULK interaction for essential 
ULK candidate materials has to be studied in prior work. Remote ashing processes 
using hydrogen-based plasmas as opposed to oxygen can minimize ULK damage 
while providing a practical ashing rate for a high temperature substrate.3.6-3.9 An 
attractive alternative to this kind of process that eliminates the need for a dedicated 
remote plasma processing reactor is in situ PR ashing, also known as reactive ion 
etching (RIE).3.10 This approach enables a fully integrated pattern transfer process 
consisting of both plasma etching and PR stripping and is performed in the same 
plasma reactor. Capacitvely coupled plasma (CCP) systems have been widely used 
for low k material plasma etching and enable low material damage and high etching 
selectivity.3.11 The modifications of ULK materials exposed to capacitive plasmas 




studied and discussed.3.12-3.16 The use of CO2 in situ ashing has been proposed by 
Fuller et al.3.15 In the present work, we systematically compare the performance of 
CO2 as a source gas with conventional O2 for PR stripping and with regard to 
process-induced modifications of ULK material. The discharges were characterized 
using optical emission spectroscopy employing argon (Ar) actinometry and a 
Langmuir probe. We used a small gap structure and blanket ULK samples to simulate 
the non-line-of-sight plasma exposure of ULK trench/via sidewalls during in situ 
ashing processes.3.17,3.18 The use of blanket ULK samples enables characterization of 
plasma-induced ULK modifications by ellipsometry, X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) and time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy (ToF-SIMS). 
For CO2 in situ ashing, both PR ashing rates and the ULK damage inflicted will be 
reported. We also will present a discussion of the damage mechanism of ULK 
exposed to CO2 plasma. 
 
3.2   Experimental setup and procedures  
The ULK and PR materials used in this work were blanket films on bare 
silicon wafers. Methyl silsesquioxane (MSQ) dielectric film (JSR LKD 5109) with a 
k value of 2.2 was selected as a representative porous ULK material in this work. 
Films were spin-coated at a thickness of 420 nm on Si. The photoresist material used 





3.2.1   Capacitively coupled plasma source and small gap structure 
CO2 and comparative O2 in situ ashing processes were performed in a dual 
frequency CCP reactor (see Fig. 1.2). For all experiments, plasmas were maintained 
using 40 SCCM gas flow and a 200 W source power. The gas pressure was varied 
from 10 to 100 mTorr. Substrate temperature was maintained at 10 °C during material 
processing. In the effort to acquire an optimal process performance, for selected cases, 
Ar was added to the gas flow (up to 75% of the total) and/or an RF substrate bias (< -
400 V) was applied.  
During stripping the blanket PR films were directly exposed to the plasma, 
and a line-of-sight interaction between the PR mask and the plasma occurred. The 
samples were mounted at the center of a 125 mm diameter substrate. An in situ laser 
ellipsometer was employed for real time monitoring of the PR thickness change with 
time, and PR ashing rates for different processing conditions were obtained.  
The modifications of ULK material that are of primary interest for this work 
take place at the ULK sidewalls of trenches or vias during plasma etching and ashing. 
Because characterization of the modifications of the ULK material that take place in 
real trench structures is difficult, sidewall-like reactions were simulated in this work 
using blanket ULK films located in a small gap structure (see Fig. 2.3) using an 
appropriate geometry.3.17,3.18 




3.2.2   Materials diagnostic 
Selective etching of modified ULK over unmodified ULK using DHF method 
(0.5%/ 15s) solution provides an expedient approach to quantify ULK damage 
induced by plasma processing.3.19  
The in situ and ex situ ellipsometers used for the ashing rate and ULK damage 
measurements had a polarizer-compensator-sample-analyzer (PCSA) configuration 
and employed a 632.8 nm He/Ne laser source beam at an incident angle near 73°  
from the surface normal. Simulations were performed using single layer models (film 
plus substrate) to determine thickness changes. Additional surface analysis was 
performed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) employing a Vacuum 
Generators ESCA Mk II analysis chamber. The instrumental parameters are described 
in detail in Sec. 2.2. The ToF-SIMS measurements were carried out on a ToF-SIMS 
IV instrument (IONTOF: Germany). Static SIMS spectra were collected for both 
detection polarities [positive and negative secondary ions (SI)] using 15 keV Ga+ as 
the primary probe on an analyzed area of 300 µm × 300 µm. The mass resolution was 
~ 6000 at 16O- and ~7000 at 28Si+. In addition, dynamic SIMS depth profiles were 
acquired using 1.5 keV Cs+ as the sputtering beam with a raster area of 300 µm × 300 
µm. Negative SI were collected using a 15 keV Ga+ primary probe on an analyzed 
area of 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm. The mass resolution was ~ 7300 at 16O-. Samples were 
sputter-coated with ~10 nm of gold. The sputtered crater depth was measured by a 
mechanical profilometer (KLA Tenkor P15). For both SSIMS and DSIMS sample 





3.2.3   Plasma diagnostic 
The CCP glow discharges were characterized using optical emission 
spectroscopy (OES). The relative densities of important discharge species were 
measured using Ar actinometry.3.20 During the measurement, a small amount of Ar 
(2.5%) was added to the feed gas of the plasma. The plasma induced emissions of 
excited states of Ar* and species of interest were compared. For this comparison we 
assumed that emission from excited states was proportional to the density of species 
in the ground state. In addition, a Langmuir probe was utilized to measure the ion 
current density (ICD). The distance between the top (source power) and bottom (bias 
power/ substrate) electrodes was 4 cm. The cylindrical probe tip of the Langmuir 
probe was located at the center of the gap, and a bias of -100 V was applied to collect 
ions in the ion saturation region of the current-voltage characteristic of the probe. 
 
3.3   Results and discussion 
3.3.1   Ashing efficiency 
For PR stripping near room temperature, ion bombardment of the PR is 
required to enhance the ashing rate.3.10 The directed energetic ions selectively 
bombard PR surfaces on the top of features, while little ion bombardment of ULK 
sidewalls occurs. ULK sidewalls are exposed to incident neutral fluxes. Upon 
adsorption at surfaces, the neutrals can permeate throughout the dielectric by a pore-
enhanced diffusion mechanism and extensively modify Si-C bonds in the ULK 
material. During in situ PR ashing it is fairly straightforward to optimize the PR 




We define the ashing efficiency (AE) as the thickness of PR removed during a given 
processing time over the thickness of ULK simultaneously damaged. A process with 
high AE provides a reduced ULK damage depth for a given PR thickness stripped. 
 
A.   Gas pressure 
The performance of CCP for in situ ashing processes using CO2 was examined 
and compared with results obtained with conventional O2. A pressure range between 
10 to 100 mTorr was selected. The choice of gas pressure is expected to play a 
dominant role in the control of the ion/neutral ratio of the discharge and via variations 
of the ion/neutral ratio strongly influence process AE. The PR ashing rate and ULK 
damage depth determined in the fashion described above are reported as a function of 
gas pressure for CO2 and O2 plasmas without substrate bias in Figs. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b), 
respectively. For both gas sources, the PR ashing rate decreased and ULK damage 
increased with gas pressure, which resulted in a great reduction of AE with increasing 
pressure [see Fig. 3.1(c)], indicating that in situ ashing should be performed at low 
gas pressure. Changing the gas source from O2 to CO2 reduced both ashing rate and 
ULK damage thickness. Because the reduction of ULK damage was larger than the 
reduction of the PR ashing rate (by a factor of ~5 as compared to a factor of ~2), AE 
using CO2 for in situ ashing was improved about ~3 times relative to AE using O2. A 
best AE value of ~18 was obtained for CCP in situ CO2-based ashing (no substrate 






































































Figure 3.1: Photoresist ashing rate (a), ULK damage (b), and ashing efficiency 
(c) of CO2 and O2 discharges as a function of gas pressure. The other 
experimental parameters were: 40 SCCM gas flow, 200 W source power, no 
bias power to substrate. ULK damage was evaluated for 2 min of exposure. AE 
is defined as the thickness of PR layer removed divided by the thickness of 
ULK material damaged during the same process step (2 min of plasma exposure 





Because of the absence of ion bombardment of ULK surfaces, ULK damage 
can be attributed to interaction with neutral plasma components. The density of 
neutral species changes with gas pressure may correlate with observed ULK damage 
trends. We used Ar actinometry to examine density changes of neutral species of 
interest with gas pressure. For this 2.5% of Ar was added to the feed gas, and OES 
data was acquired for the discharges used for in situ ashing. Trends in atomic oxygen 





Ik=                                                                                                           (2.1) 
where [O] denotes atomic oxygen density, and k is a proportionality constant. IO and 
IAr are the measured optical emission intensities of atomic oxygen at 844.6 nm and 
argon at 750.4 nm (2p1→1s2)3.21, respectively. pAr is the argon partial pressure. The 
optical emission at 844.6 nm results from the decay of excited atomic oxygen (3p3P 
→ 3s3S0).3.21 It is typically assumed that emission from excited states is proportional 
to the density of ground state species.3.20 Although excited atomic oxygen can also be 
produced by dissociative excitation of O2, the optical emission at 844.6 is dominated 































Density of Atomic Oxygen (a.u.)
Figure 3.2: Damage thickness of ULK exposed to CO2 and O2 discharges as a 
function of atomic oxygen density measured for discharges operated at different 
gas pressures. The other experimental parameters were: 40 SCCM gas flow, 200 
W source power, no bias applied to substrate and 2 min exposure time. Changes 
in atomic oxygen density were determined from the intensity variation of the 
844.6 nm O atom related emission line and Ar actinometry. 
 
In Fig. 3.2, the amount of ULK damage is shown as a function of measured 
atomic oxygen density [obtained by Ar actinometry, I(O 844.6 nm)/I(Ar 750.4 nm)] for both 
CO2 and O2 plasmas as a function of gas pressure. For both CO2 and O2 plasmas, the 
change in the ULK damage seems to correlate directly to the increase of the atomic 
oxygen density with increasing gas pressure. The correlation of ULK damage depth 
and atomic oxygen density for both O2 and CO2 in situ ashing processes indicates that 
atomic oxygen dominates the introduction of ULK damage for these conditions. 




atomic oxygen for both CO2 and O2 low pressure discharges. For CO2 discharges, the 
production of atomic oxygen in the ground state O(3P) is primarily caused by electron 
impact dissociation of CO2 molecules through electronic excitation:3.24,3.25   
)O(Π)CO()Σ(CO 3312 Pae +→+
+    Ea=11.5 eV                                                     (2.2) 
For O2 discharges, the production of O(3P) can take place through electron impact 
excitation of O2 molecules:3.26  
)(O)(O),,(O)Σ(O 333312
3
2 PPAAcXe uuug +→∆∆′Σ→+
+−−
   Ea=6.0 eV                    (2.3) 
If the decay of O atoms is not influenced by the presence of CO or CO2 molecules in 
the CO2 discharge,3.27 the low atomic oxygen density of CO2 discharges can be 
explained by the higher threshold energy of the primary atomic oxygen production 
channel. The atomic oxygen density produced with the CO2 plasma was less than that 
generated with the O2 plasma using the same operating conditions; consequently, 
damage was reduced for CO2 compared to O2. The increase of the atomic oxygen 
density with increasing gas pressure in the CCP reactor for the CO2 and O2 plasmas is 
explained by the higher density of source molecules.3.23 Therefore, to reduce ULK 
damage, the ashing plasma should be operated at low gas pressure characterized by a 
lower atomic oxygen density. AE depends on both the amount of ULK damage 
introduced and the PR ashing rate that can be achieved for the same conditions. To 
confirm the expected relationship between the ashing rate and ion current at the wafer 
surface, the ion current density (ICD) of plasmas used for in situ ashing was 
measured employing a Langmuir probe. The ICD decreased with increasing gas 




corresponding CO2 or O2 process conditions. A strong correlation between the ashing 
rate and plasma ICD is indicated by this data and in agreement with ion-enhanced 
etching.3.28 Because the plasma ions were collected using a Lamguir probe with a -
100 V bias, the current density might be different than the current density that 
reached the PR surface on the floating substrate due to various factors, e.g., sheath 
collisions. Fig. 3.3 broadly reveals the relationship between the ashing rate on plasma 
ICD for both O2 and CO2 discharges. The comparison between O2 and CO2 plasma 
ions in regard to their etching yields will be discussed later. 



























Ion Current Density (mA/cm2)
Figure 3.3: PR ashing rates measured for CO2 and O2 discharges operated 
between 10 and 100 mTorr. PR ashing rates are plotted versus the ion current 
density measured for the same conditions. The other experimental parameters 
were: 40 SCCM gas flow, 200 W source power, no bias applied to substrate. The 






B.   Argon addition 
The major drawback of CO2 plasma for in situ PR ashing is the fairly low 
ashing rate. To improve the ashing rate, Ar was added to CO2 discharges, which can 
enhance ICD at the wafer surface.3.29 The effect of Ar addition in the CO2/Ar mixture 
on the ashing rate, ULK damage and AE are shown in Figs. 3.4 (a), 3.4(b) and 3.4(c), 
respectively. Figure 3.4(a) shows the variation of the ICD with gas composition. An 
increase of ICD with Ar addition was confirmed for both low (10 mTorr) and higher 
(100 mTorr) pressure plasmas. The ashing rate increased for 100 mTorr but decreased 
for 10 mTorr discharges with Ar addition. The impact of Ar addition to CO2 on the 
ashing rate was found to depend on gas pressure. For ULK, the damage depth 
decreased with Ar addition to CO2 [see Fig. 3.4(b)]. For a constant total pressure, the 
amount of CO2 molecules in the reactor decreased with Ar addition. Fewer oxygen 
atoms should be produced for Ar-rich CO2/Ar discharges, which explain the decrease 
of ULK damage with Ar content. This is consistent with the earlier observation that 
the introduction of ULK damage during CO2 in situ ashing scaled with atomic oxygen 
content of the discharge. Although ULK damage was different for different gas 
pressures (ULK damage was greater at 100 mTorr than for 10 mTorr), the reduction 
of ULK damage seen as a result of Ar addition to CO2 was similar for high and low 
pressure operation. For discharges operated at 100 mTorr, AE was improved by Ar 
addition to CO2 due to the combination of increased ashing rate and decreased ULK 
damage. At 10 mTorr, Ar addition decreased both ULK damage and ashing rate. 


























































































Figure 3.4: Photoresist ashing rate (a), ULK damage (b), and ashing efficiency (c) of 
10 and 100 mTorr CO2/Ar discharges as a function of %Ar added to CO2. Ashing 
efficiency is defined as the thickness of PR removed after 3 min of process time over 
the thickness of ULK damaged during the same period. Plasmas were maintained at a 
40 SCCM gas flow and 200 W source power, and no bias was added to the substrate. 





C.   Substrate bias 
Substrate bias combined with Ar addition was used to increase the energy flux 
to the substrate and resulted in a higher polymer etching rate.3.30,3.31 Fig. 3.5 shows 
PR ashing rates versus the applied self-bias voltage for the 10 mTorr O2 and Ar/CO2 
discharges with different gas mixing ratios. A rapid increase of ashing rate with self-
bias voltage is seen for pure CO2 plasma. As with an unbiased substrate, Ar addition 
to 10 mTorr CO2 discharges decreased the ashing rate. The damage to ULK in the 
small gap structure was independent of the applied bias (not shown here). Although 
the CO2-based ashing rate with a -100 V self-bias voltage decreased from ~280 
nm/min for 0% Ar to ~200 nm/min for 75% Ar, the concomitant reduction of ULK 
damage was more significant (see Fig. 3.4). AE with substrate bias can therefore be 
improved by Ar addition. For a 75% Ar/CO2 plasma with a -100 V self-bias, an AE of 


































Figure 3.5: Photoresist ashing rates measured for pure O2 and Ar/CO2 discharges 
as a function of self-bias voltage. Different CO2/Ar mixtures were used. Plasmas 
were maintained at 10 mTorr of gas pressure, 40 SCCM of total gas flow and 200 
W of source power. 
 
The ICDs collected from the Langmuir probe were assumed to correspond to 
the ICDs at the substrate with a -100 V self-bias (and consistent with RF bias power 
used). Based on the measured ICDs, the ion etching yield (EY) at a -100 V self-bias 








= ,                                                                                       (3.4) 
where ER denotes the PR ashing rate,  ρ the polymer density, NA Avogadro's number, 




monomer, j the ion current density, and Nc the total number of carbons in a monomer. 
For 193 nm PR, ρ was 1 g/cm3, and Mw was 208. Nc was 12. Dominant ions for O2 
and CO2 discharges with Ar addition were assumed to be single-charged O2+, CO2+, 
and Ar+ ions; thus, q is +e. The EY of 10 mTorr discharges with a -100 V self-bias 
was calculated for O2 and CO2 with different ratios of Ar addition. Fig. 3.6 indicates 
that the EY of CO2 discharge decreased with Ar addition to CO2. When ion-assisted 
chemical reaction with atomic oxygen is used to explain PR stripping, the etching 
yield of ions with a fixed energy depends on the gas phase density of oxygen, which 
controls the surface adsorption rate of oxygen.3.28 The decrease of EY for the CO2 
discharge with Ar addition can be explained by a decreased amount of reactive 
atomic oxygen available for etching, which was insufficient for low pressure (10 
mTorr) operation and further correlates to the decrease in the ashing rate for either 
unbiased or biased conditions. In addition, the higher EY for O2 relative to CO2 
discharge might be attributed to a greater chemical sputtering rate and abundant 
atomic oxygen for the ion-assisted reaction between PR and O2+ ions.3.28,3.32 Because 
the ICDs at 10 mTorr were similar for O2 and CO2 discharges, the ionic EY was 

























igure 3.6: Ion etching yields for O2 and Ar/CO2 discharges with -100 V self-bias. 
 
3.3.2   ULK material modification 
For the results described up to this point, the ULK damage depth was 
determined by DHF selective etching. In the following, XPS and ToF-SIMS were 
employed to study surface and bulk chemical changes of the plasma-exposed ULK. 
The modification mechanisms of ULK exposed to oxygen-containing plasma under 





A.   XPS 
The probing depth of XPS is limited to ~10 nm, and most experimental 
conditions used here induce ULK modifications at greater depths. Nevertheless, the 
surface chemical bonding information can provide insight into the mechanism of 
ULK plasma damage. C 1s, Si 2p and O 1s spectra for untreated ULK and ULK 
exposed to 10 and 100 mTorr O2 and CO2 plasmas were acquired. To observe 
chemical changes of the ULK surfaces processed under sidewall-like plasma 
exposures, the spectra obtained with plasma-exposed ULK were subtracted from the 
spectra obtained for untreated ULK. These data are displayed in Fig. 3.7. We found 
that ULK surfaces after 20 s of exposure to O2 plasma showed a shift of C 1s peaks 
from Si-C and C-C/C-H to carboxylic (CO) groups with BE from 286 to 289 eV3.33 . 
The total C 1s intensity was not changed. This indicates that oxygen initiates the 
modification of ULK by bonding with carbon atoms in the ULK to form CO moieties. 
The incorporation of oxygen in the ULK can also be directly observed by the 
appearance of C=O and O-C=O3.33 in the O 1s spectrum. The Si 2p spectrum was not 
changed, indicative of little change in the carbon bonding with Si. When the 
processing time was extended to 200 s, carbon depletion can be seen by the reduced 
total intensity of the C 1s spectrum. The increase of the O 1s intensity and the shift of 
both the Si 2p and O 1s peaks from (-Si(CH3)2O-)n3.34 and Si(CH3)O1.5 for the pristine 
ULK material to SiOx indicate Si oxidation and carbon removal. The spectra after 20 
s of CO2 plasma exposure were very similar to those measured after exposure to O2 
plasma using identical conditions. After 200 s of exposure to CO2 plasma, the Si 2p 




the O2 case, although the degree of change was smaller for CO2 than for O2. One 
marked difference for CO2 plasma exposure was the fact that the C 1s intensity did 
not correspondingly decrease but remained roughly the same or slightly increased.  



















































































Figure 3.7: C 1s, Si 2p and O 1s photoemission difference spectra obtained with 
ULK after 20 s or 200 s of plasma exposure at two different pressures (10 and 100 
mTorr for O2 and CO2 discharges used) and ULK reference spectra (obtained with 
untreated control). The other experimental parameters were: 40 SCCM gas flow, 200 
W source power, no bias applied to substrate. Spectra were obtained at a 
photoemission angle of 90° with respect to the surface. 
 
The effect of gas pressure is also shown in Fig. 3.7. As the gas pressure 
increased from 10 to 100 mTorr, the amount of oxygen incorporated into ULK 
increased. The magnitude of carbon loss and SiOx conversion both increased. Overall, 
we conclude from the XPS studies of ULK surface damage induced by non-light-of-
sight exposure to O2 and CO2 discharges that the magnitude of the measured Si 2p 




damage levels were consistent with the correlation of ULK surface damage to the 
atomic oxygen gas phase density reported above.  
 
B.   ToF-SIMS 
To directly evaluate whether carbon was incorporated into the ULK from CO2 
plasmas, we utilized 13CO2 for processing and performed experiments identical to 
those described in conjunction with the XPS studies reported before. Employing the 
static SIMS technique, we collected spectra for ULK surfaces exposed to 13CO2 
discharges and resolved 13C incorporation by its different atomic mass relative to the 
carbon present in the ULK starting material. The intensity changes of the static SIMS 
data for ULK after plasma treatments are displayed in Fig. 3.8. Carbon depletion and 
oxide conversion are indicated by the decreasing 12C signal and increasing SiO2 and 
SiO3 intensities, respectively. The results show modest ULK modifications due to the 
CO2 plasma treatments, except for the 100 mTorr/200 s exposure. Overall, the effects 
seen in the SIMS measurements reproduce the ULK damage trends as a function of 
plasma operating conditions found in the XPS studies. In particular, the plots of 
relative mass spectral intensity changes show negligible effects for 10 mTorr/ 20 s  
processing, intermediate changes for 10 mTorr/ 200 s and 100 mTorr/ 20 s processing 
and finally the strongest variations for the 100 mTorr/ 200 s process. The carbon 
isotope 13C was observed in the measurements, but the intensity was close to the 
natural abundance of the heavier isotope (12C: 13C = 98.9: 1.1). No significant 13C 




data. This shows that any carbon incorporation from CO2 discharges observed in the 
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Figure 3.8: Normalized intensity of species observed in SSIMS spectra of ULK 
exposed to 13CO2 plasmas maintained at a 40 SCCM gas flow rate and 200 W 
source power without applying a bias to the substrate. Intensities were normalized 
using initial intensities. 
 
Depth profiling of bulk ULK materials was also performed using dynamic 
SIMS. The results are shown in Fig. 3.9. Carbon depletion can only be seen near the 
surface except for the 100 mTorr/ 200 s process. The low level of ULK modification 
seen for the films as a function of depth indicates that ULK damage introduced by 
CO2 discharges was limited to the surface region except for high pressure and long 
time exposures, where obvious damage existed throughout the ULK film. The 




and Si oxidation as found in the XPS and static SIMS measurements, whereas no 
carbon from the discharge was incorporated in the bulk of the ULK for any conditions. 
In addition, no film shrinkage could be seen.  
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Figure 3.9: DSIMS depth profiling results obtained with untreated ULK and ULK 
after exposure to 13CO2 plasma. The discharges were maintained using a 40 SCCM 
gas flow rate and 200 W source power without applying a bias to the substrate. 
 
The analysis of stoichiometry changes of the ULK films can be correlated 
with atomic oxygen density trends measured for the CO2 and O2 plasmas used here. 
The ULK sidewall-like reaction with CO2 or O2 discharges can be summarized as  
yx3 OSi-CH
 OSi-CH ≡⎯⎯ →⎯+≡                                                                                (3.5) 
↑+≡⎯⎯ →⎯+≡ 2yx COSi-OH




↑+≡⎯⎯ →⎯+≡ 23 COSi-OH
 OSi-CH                                                                        (3.7) 
The oxygen can subtract the hydrogen in methyl groups with simultaneous addition of 
O to form carboxylic groups on Si [Eq. (3.5)]. These groups are subsequently cleaved 
and converted into volatile CO2 [Eq. (3.6)]. In addition, oxygen can directly eliminate 
CH3 group through reaction with Si [Eq. (3.7)].3.35 Chaudhari et al. presented 
simulation results that indicated the low energy barrier of ~0.1 eV for O(3P) to 
eliminate CH3 (bonded with Si) and to subtract hydrogen (in CH3 groups) from 
specific attack angles.3.36 These results are consistent with our experimental findings 
using XPS and SIMS ULK measurements in conjunction with gas phase analysis. For 
ULK films exposed to different O2 and CO2 discharges at the sidewall-like position, 
the magnitude of chemical modification including carbon depletion, oxygen addition, 
and oxide conversion were correlated to atomic oxygen densities in the gas phase. 
The carbon incorporation into ULK during the CO2 process, if present, was limited to 
the very surface. 
 
3.4   Conclusions 
We demonstrated CO2-based in situ PR ashing processes with satisfactory PR 
ashing rates and ULK trench sidewall damage. The CO2-based in situ PR ashing 
processes performed in a CCP reactor enabled high ashing efficiency (PR ashing rate 
over ULK damage) when an RF bias was applied. Key mechanistic factors of CO2 
based in situ PR ashing processes and ULK damage mechanisms in CCP reactor were 




under sidewall-like conditions, and the rate of ULK damage introduction increased 
with atomic oxygen density of the discharge. For gas pressures ranging from 10 to 
100 mTorr, use of CO2 instead of O2 was shown to greatly reduce ULK damage. This 
was explained by a lower density of atomic oxygen in the CO2 discharges as 
compared to O2 plasma. Insignificant carbon incorporation from CO2 discharges into 
ULK was observed. These statements are based on XPS analysis of atomic oxygen-
related surface modifications of ULK exposed to CO2 discharges and ToF-SIMS 
studies in both static and dynamic modes of ULK exposed to 13CO2 plasma. The PR 
ashing rate showed a parameter dependence that indicates a synergistic interaction of 
atomic oxygen and energetic ions. 
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ABSTRACT 
Process interactions between fluorocarbon (FC) plasma etching ultralow k 
(ULK) dielectrics followed by CO2 in situ photoresist (PR) ashing on ULK damage 
have been studied in a dual frequency capacitively coupled plasma reactor. 
Introduction of ULK trench/via sidewall damage was simulated employing blanket 
ULK films by exposing them in a non-line-of-sight fashion in a small gap structure to 
the plasma environment. ULK damage was quantified using the dilute hydrofluoric 
acid (0.5%/15 s) selective etching method. CO2 in situ ashing processes showed a 
chamber memory effect due to prior FC plasma etching. For unbiased ashing 
conditions, the chamber memory effect influenced PR ashing rates for CO2 discharges. 
No ashing rate enhancement was seen at 10 mTorr pressure whereas an ~8 times 
greater PR ashing rate was measured at 100 mTorr. Damage of pristine ULK films for 
10 mTorr CO2 plasma exposure was increased ~5 times by the chamber memory 
effect. For ULK plasma etch/PR ashing process sequences, ULK material surfaces 
were modified by FC plasma etching prior to the CO2 plasma exposure. X-ray 




of 1-2 nm FC coverage of the ULK. This FC deposit remained on the ULK surfaces 
during in situ CO2 processing and provided protection of the underlying ULK 
material. 
PR-patterned ULK structures were also processed employing the same 
processing conditions. The results obtained from characterization of the resulting 
trench structures support the findings obtained with blanket films. CO2 in situ PR 
ashing processes performed at low pressure (10 mTorr) and enhanced by RF biasing 















4.1   Introduction 
The problem of ultralow k (ULK) material degradation caused by photoresist 
(PR) stripping processes has been emphasized in the International Technology 
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS).4.1 We have studied the performance of CO2 in 
situ photoresist ashing processes in a dual frequency capacitively coupled plasma 
(CCP) reactor, and found them to be compatible with ULK materials (for a 
description see the Chapter 3).4.2 In that work, the exposure of ULK feature sidewalls 
to plasma was simulated by exposing surfaces of blanket ULK films to plasma using 
a small gap structure.4.3 Ashing efficiency (AE) was defined as the thickness of PR 
removed divided by the thickness of the ULK material simultaneously damaged. We 
observed that ULK damage increased with atomic oxygen density, and that a high AE 
can be obtained using low pressure, where reduced atomic oxygen density lowered 
ULK damage and application of an RF bias was used to simultaneously enhance PR 
ashing. 
Fluorocarbon (FC)-based discharges have been widely used to etch ULK 
materials in a CCP etcher.4.4 Since the etching plasma passively deposits FC films 
onto chamber walls, the chamber memory effect is a concern for the subsequent in 
situ PR ashing process conducted in the same reactor.4.5 In addition, the FC plasma 
etching (FC-PE) -process introduces a modified layer on the PR surfaces facing the 
plasma (direct exposure) whereas FC deposition on ULK trench feature sidewalls 
exposed in a non-line-of-sight geometry can take place.4.6-4.8 The PE-related by-
products can influence the material/plasma interactions as well as the resulting 




our goal was to achieve a coordinated non-damaging pattern transfer process for 
porous ULK materials. To this end, we studied process interactions between FC 
plasma etching and CO2 in situ ashing for the CCP reactor on both PR ashing rate and 
ULK modifications. Employing a small gap structure setup, ULK sidewall-like 
modifications were simulated using blanket ULK films in FC plasma etching/CO2 in 
situ ashing process sequences. The process interactions were evaluated and compared 
with experimental results obtained from CO2 in situ ashing only processes. The 
mechanisms of the process interactions were determined and promising conditions for 
in situ ashing compatible with ULK materials will be demonstrated. Realistic pattern 
transfer processes with PR patterned ULK materials using trench features will be 
described. The results are consistent with our data obtained with processed blanket 
ULK films.  
 
4.2   Experimental Setup and Procedures 
The objective of this work was to study process interactions of plasma etching 
and in situ ashing as well as the consequences of these on a representative porous 
ULK material. As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, in a realistic pattern transfer process, the FC-
based etching plasma produces a PE-modified layer on top of the PR mask and FC-
coating of the ULK trench and hole feature sidewalls. In addition, the FC plasma 
etching process produces a chamber memory effect by FC film deposition on the 
chamber walls. Because of the chamber memory effect, fluorine is introduced into the 
CO2 ashing chemistry. The process conditions for in situ ashing following FC etching 




was evaluated in Chapter 3.4.2 In the following, we will compare results for PR and 
ULK materials exposed to a FC plasma etching environment after in situ PR ashing in 
a FC-coated chamber (combined process sequence) with results obtained with pristine 
samples processed in a clean chamber (control experiments). These results will be 
compared with characterization data of patterned ULK structures after plasma etching 
and in situ ashing employing the same process conditions. 
Nanoporous silica (JSR LKD 5109), a spin-coated methyl silsesquioxane 
(MSQ)-based dielectric with k = 2.2, was used as the representative ULK material. 
The photoresist material used was 193 nm (ArF) PR. The impact of a prior FC-PE 
process on PR ashing rate, ULK modifications, and AE during subsequent CO2 in situ 
ashing was evaluated in this study using a dual frequency (40.68 MHz/4.0 MHz) CCP 
reactor (see Fig. 1.2). The ULK plasma etching process utilized 
(C4F8/90%Ar)/10%N2 (referred to as C4F8/Ar/N2). Plasma etching was performed at 
30 mTorr gas pressure, a total gas flow of 44 SCCM and 200 W source power. 
Samples were mounted on a 125 mm electrode cooled to 10 °C and biased using 100 
W RF power, which produced a self-bias voltage of about -300 V. Subsequently, in 
situ ashing processes were conducted in the same CCP reactor. For this, we produced 
CO2 plasma at either 10 mTorr or 100 mTorr gas pressure employing 40 SCCM gas 
flow and 200 W source power. The electrode temperature was 10 °C. For selected 
experiments, RF bias power was applied. For PR ashing, blanket PR films were 
directly exposed to the CO2 plasma, and ashing rates were determined using real-time 
in situ ellipsometry. ULK sidewall modifications introduced by the plasma 




small gap structure to C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma etching followed by CO2 in situ ashing.4.3 
ULK damage was quantified using the dilute hydrofluoric acid (DHF) selective 
etching method. Surface modifications of the ULK material induced by plasma 
etching/ashing sequences were also analyzed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 




Figure 4.1: Illustration of issues related to the fluorocarbon ULK trench etching/in 
situ PR ashing process interaction. 
 
4.3   Results and Discussion 
4.3.1   PR ashing 
PR removal during the ashing step of a combined process sequence was 
monitored using real-time ellipsometry. The temporal evolution of removed PR 




ashed in a clean chamber. A C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma etching step of 100 s duration 
preceded the in situ ashing step for the PE-modified/FC coated chamber experiments 
(process parameters described in section II). As is well known, the PR surface is 
strongly modified by FC-PE exposure.4.10-4.12 Fig. 4.2 indicate that the removal of the 
PE-modified PR layer was relatively difficult and led to reduced PR thickness loss 
during the initial period of the ashing process. From the PR thickness where the 
ashing rate changed, the thickness of the PE-modified layer can be determined and 
was about 10 nm for this work. After removal of 10 nm of material, the PR ashing 
rate changed from 12 to 48 nm/min for the 10 mTorr discharge and from 8 to 75 
nm/min for the 100 mTorr discharge. The ashing rate of the unmodified PR was 
similar for the combined process sequence and the control experiments at 10 mTorr, 
but was dramatically enhanced for the combined process sequence when ashing was 
performed at 100 mTorr pressure. This indicates that chamber history due to the FC-
PE process has a major effect on subsequent PR ashing if PR stripping is performed 
at a higher pressure, since FC films deposited during plasma etching at the inner 
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Figure 4.2: PR thickness removed in the CO2 in situ ashing process. No bias 
power was applied to the substrate. For combined sequence process, a C4F8/Ar/N2 
PE process of 100 s duration preceded the in situ ashing. 
 
To simulate the effect of FC residues on CO2 processing, we studied PR 
ashing rates as a function of CF4 added to CO2. This is shown in Fig. 4.3. To avoid 
possible process interactions, the chamber was cleaned using O2 plasma for ~20 min 
prior to each run, which minimized FC contamination due to prior experiments. For 
both the 10 and 100 mTorr experiments, the PR ashing rate peaked at 10% CF4/CO2. 
For pure CF4 plasma, the measured PR ashing rate was very small (less than 5 
nm/min). Figure 4.3 shows that for 10 % CF4/CO2, the PR ashing rate measured at 
100 mTorr was greatly increased relative to pure CO2, and was above the PR ashing 




qualitatively consistent with the observations reported in Fig. 4.2 on the chamber 
memory effect and its impact on the PR ashing rate at different pressures. These 
results are consistent with prior work; for instance, addition of fluorocarbon gases to 
O2 plasma has been employed in conventional PR stripping processes as an approach 
to enhance PR ashing rates, and explained by a mechanism where the presence of 
fluorine on the PR surface reduces the activation energy of the PR/oxygen 
reaction.4.13 Fluorine can abstract hydrogen atoms from the PR surface and produce 
reactive sites that are susceptible to the attack of oxygen.4.14 In the control experiment 
without fluorine, the PR ashing rate was limited by the flux of ions to the PR 
surface.4.2 In our reactor, 100 mTorr discharges are characterized by a lower ion 
density than 10 mTorr discharges. A lower PR ashing rate is thus achieved at 100 
mTorr than at 10 mTorr in a clean chamber. However, for FC plasma etching/ashing 
combinations, the high pressure CO2 discharge also contained fluorine in the gas 
phase due to the volatilization of plasma etching-related FC, and, as a result, the PR 




























CF4 % in CF4/CO2 Mixture
Figure 4.3: PR ashing rate as a function of CF4 ratio in a CF4/CO2 mixture. 
Plasmas were maintained at 40 SCCM total gas flow rate and 200 W source 
power. No bias power was applied to the substrate. Ashing rates using 10 and 100 
mTorr gas pressure were examined and compared. 
 
To overcome the difficulty of ashing through the PE-modified PR surface 
layer, application of a substrate bias is useful. This is shown in Fig. 4.4 for PR ashing 
in a 10 mTorr CO2 discharge. Ashing of the modified PR surface layer can be 
enhanced with the application of a RF bias. For an ashing process using a 10 mTorr 
CO2 discharge, an essentially time-independent PR ashing rate of 90 or 180 nm/min 
































Figure 4.4: PR thickness removed in the ashing step of the combined process 
sequence. The ashing process was conducted using 10 mTorr CO2 discharge. Bias 
power was selectively applied to the substrate. A C4F8/Ar/N2 PE process of 100 s 
duration preceded the in situ ashing. 
 
4.3.2   ULK damage 
The modification of the chamber condition due to a prior FC plasma etching 
step also increased ULK damage during ashing. The thickness of ULK damage 
introduced during the CO2 ashing step of a combined process sequence is depicted as 
a function of time in Fig. 4.5.  Additionally, damage of a pristine ULK film during 
CO2 ashing exposure in a clean chamber (control experiment) and a chamber after 
C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma etching is shown. The plasma exposure of the blanket ULK films 




growth of damaged ULK thickness is seen when pristine ULK was exposed to CO2 in 
a FC-coated chamber. The ULK damage level was ~4.5 times higher than that seen 
for ULK processed in a clean chamber after 180 s exposure. For the latter case, the 
ULK damage depth was ~8 nm as revealed by the DHF etching method.  
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Figure 4.5: ULK damage in CO2 in situ ashing process. No bias power was applied 
to the substrate. In some cases, to study etching/ashing process interaction, a 
C4F8/Ar/N2 PE process of 160 s duration preceded the in situ ashing for the seasoning 
chamber and/or introducing PE-related ULK modification. A small gap structure was 
employed to simulate sidewall-like reaction on the blanket ULK films. 
 
During a realistic FC-PE process, FC material is also deposited on the 




material. This effect was reproduced with the gap structure by exposing the ULK 
material to the FC etching discharge in that location. For ULK material processed in 
this fashion, some minor ULK damage was caused by the FC-plasma and can already 
be seen before ashing plasma exposure (see Fig. 4.5). However, Fig. 4.5 shows that 
the FC coverage of the ULK material reduces ULK damage introduction during a 
subsequent CO2 ashing step in a FC-coated chamber by about 80% as compared to 
the damage level observed for pristine ULK processed in the same FC-coated 
chamber.  
To study how the ULK material was damaged by a fluorine-containing CO2 
discharge, surfaces of a pristine ULK material after CO2 exposure in either a clean or 
a FC-coated chamber were analyzed by XPS. The C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, and F 1s spectra 
are shown in Fig. 4.6. The spectra obtained with untreated ULK are displayed as a 
reference. Previously, we described the modification mechanism of pristine ULK 
films during exposure to CO2 plasma in a clean chamber.4.2 Here, we focus on ULK 
damage introduction in a FC-coated chamber. The C 1s spectrum shows depletion of 
the C-Si/C-C moieties for the ULK material processed in a FC-coated chamber 
relative to an untreated ULK material [see Fig. 4.6(c) vs. 4.6(a)], whereas a much 
smaller loss of the C-Si/C-C peak intensity is observed for ULK material processed in 
the same way in a clean chamber [see Fig. 4.6(b)]. Only a small intensity of residual 
FC is seen on the ULK surface [see the low intensity in the binding energy region 
assigned to C-CFx (x=1,2,3), CF, CF2, and CF3 bonding].4.15 Fluorine was present at 
the surface of the ULK material (see the F 1s spectrum). When the F 1s sensitivity 




corresponding to the F 1s spectrum was found to be higher than required to account 
for CFx bonding in the C 1s spectrum. A portion of fluorine appears to be present as 
Si-F and Si-F2 bonding.4.16 In addition, because carbon was significantly depleted 
from Si, both the Si 2p and O 1s peaks shifted to higher binding energies. 





























































Figure 4.6: XPS C 1s, Si 2p, O 1s, and F 1s spectra of untreated ULK (a) and pristine 
ULK exposed to CO2 discharges in a clean (b) and a FC-coated chamber (c) for 180 s. 
No bias power was applied to the substrate. A C4F8/Ar/N2 PE process of 160 s 
duration was conducted to introduce a FC-coated chamber. A small gap structure was 
employed to simulate a sidewall-like reaction on the blanket ULK films. A 
nonmonochromatized Mg Kα x-ray source (1253.6 eV) was used for XPS. 
 
The post-etching and post-ashing ULK surface in the combined process 
sequence was monitored by XPS. The C 1s, F 1s, N 1s, Si 2p, and O 1s spectra are 
shown in Fig. 4.7. The detailed analysis for the ULK post C4F8/Ar/N2 etching plasma 
exposure at a sidewall-like position has been discussed in Sec. 2.3. For this discharge 




After subsequent CO2 plasma exposure, FC intensities measured with the post-
etching surface were slightly reduced. The deconvolution of the C 1s spectra indicates 
that the loss of FC intensities was primarily attributed to the removal of the FC-based 
film with CF2, NCF2, CF3, and NCF3 bonding. The removal was simultaneously 
observed in the F 1s spectra [Fig. 4.7(b)], where the intensity loss corresponded to the 
loss of FC bonding.4.17 The reduction (of ~25%) of NCF2 and NCF3 was similar to 
that for CF2 and CF3. This suggests the small influence of nitrogen content on FC 
removal during the CO2 exposure. The removal of N-related fluorocarbons was 
directly observed in the decreased intensity of the N 1s spectra [Fig. 4.7(c)]. Based on 
the C 1s spectra, the N 1s spectra were primarily composed of NCF2 and NCF3 peaks. 
The comparable intensity reduction between both moieties led to an unchanged center 
BE for the N 1s spectrum. In addition, the oxidation of SiCOH materials is normally 
reflected in XPS with an increased BE for the Si 2p and O 1s peaks.4.2 The post-
etching Si 2p and O 1s BE increased with the subsequent ashing process [Fig. 4.7(d) 
and 4.7(e)], but the variation was smaller than 0.1 eV. This can be explained by the 
minimal ULK modification introduced during the CO2 exposure. Moreover, the 
dielectric substrate signals including the C-Si peak in C 1s, Si 2p, and O 1s were 
attenuated by the FC coverage. The partial loss of FC led to the increase of Si 2p and 
O 1s intensities. The FC coverage thickness (dFC) can be determined by the 
attenuation of Si 2p intensities using4.18 
( )pSipSiFC IId 22,0ln⋅= λ                                                                                         (4.1) 
Here, λ is the mean free path of a Si 2p photoelectron (1383 eV) in the FC layer. I0,Si2p 




coverage thickness measured decreased from 1.5 nm to 1.3 nm as the ULK was 
processed with the CO2 discharge. Most of the FC coverage remained on the ULK 
surface at the sidewall position. This supports the fact that the FC sidewall coverage 
can provide effective protection of the ULK material against damage otherwise 
introduced by the fluorine-containing CO2 ashing plasma.  
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Figure 4.7: XPS C 1s and Si 2p spectra of untreated, post-etching, and post-ashing 
ULK in the combined processes. The C4F8/Ar/N2 etching process was conducted for 
160 s. The subsequent CO2 in situ discharge was maintained for 180 s without bias 
power applied to the substrate. Both processes were simulated with blanket ULK 





4.3.3   Ashing efficiency 
In Fig. 4.8, we summarize AE of 10 mTorr CO2 discharges for a clean 
chamber and a FC-coated chamber. The PR ashing and ULK damage data are from 
Figs. 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5. The AE obtained with pristine samples in a clean chamber was 
~18. For a combined process sequence, when the chamber was FC contaminated, the 
ashing plasma became more damaging and the AE decreased to ~3 in the absence of 
FC film protection on the ULK material. With sufficient FC coverage present on the 
ULK surface, the underlying ULK was protected. ULK damage in the more 
aggressive FC coated chamber was reduced, and an AE of 18 was restored. When a 
substrate bias was applied during in situ ashing, the PR ashing rate increased while 



































Figure 4.8: Summary of AE for CO2 in situ ashing using a clean chamber and the 
FC-coated chamber with 10 mTorr CO2 discharges for 180 s. 
 
4.3.4   Validations using actual pattern transfer process sequence 
The etching/in situ ashing process interactions were evaluated using patterned 
films. A patterned layer stack consisting of line and space features was formed on a 
400 nm thick ULK film. From the top, it consisted of a 260 nm thick layer of a 193 
nm PR, a 70 nm thick organic bottom antireflection coating (BARC), and a 50 nm 
thick SiC hard mask. A SiC etch stop layer (ESL) layer was employed under the ULK 
film. The pattern was transferred using C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma etching employing the 
same conditions as used for the blanket film studies. For experiments where ULK 




ULK/ESL interface and ULK films peeling off when the structures were dipped into 
the DHF solution used to delineate the ULK damage. We therefore under-etched the 
ULK trenches. Figure 4.9(a) shows cross-sectional SEM images of post-etching 
trench structures.  A 300 nm deep trench feature was formed in the ULK layer while a 
200 nm thick PR layer remained in the structure. The trenched samples were 
subsequently processed using CO2 discharges maintained at either 10 mTorr or 100 
mTorr without bias for 200 s. The post-ashing SEM images in Figs. 4.9(b) and 4.9(c) 
show a partial removal of the PR/BARC layers. The removed thickness of ~225 nm 
for 100 mTorr and ~110 nm for 10 mTorr were quantitatively consistent with results 
obtained from the blanket film studies and proved the effects of process interaction on 
PR ashing. The concomitant ULK damage was evaluated using DHF selective etching. 
ULK damage is defined as the ULK sidewall loss as a result of the CO2 plasma 
exposure and subsequent DHF treatment. Post-DHF SEM images for 10 and 100 
mTorr CO2 plasma ashing are shown in Figs. 4.9(d) and 4.9(e), respectively. Figure 
9(e) shows that the ULK film after 100 mTorr ashing exposure was completely lost, 
indicative of excessive ULK damage. The ULK film after 10 mTorr exposure showed 
an undercut under the hard mask. Figure 4.9(e) indicates a ULK damage thickness of 
more than 100 nm for 100 mTorr CO2 ashing. For the 10 mTorr case, ULK damage 
was estimated at the location shown in Fig. 4.9(d), and was found to be 
approximately 25 nm deep. This value is greater than the damage depth of ~ 10 nm 
measured for the blanket film (see Fig. 4.5). The A/R of ~6 of our trench structures 
was lower than the effective A/R of the gap structure used for the blanket film studies, 




bombardment and a higher reactive neutral flux explains the discrepancy between the 
actual trench structures and the simulation using blanket films and the gap structure.  
 
 
Figure 4.9: SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches etched using (a) 
C4F8/Ar/N2 etching plasma for 100 s, (b) subsequently in situ ashed by 10 mTorr 
CO2 plasma or (c) 100 mTorr CO2 plasma without substrate bias applied, and 
finally dipped into 0.5% DHF/ 15 s for damage evaluation. [(b)→(d), (c) →(e)]. 
 
Figure 4.9 confirms that to minimize ULK damage during PR ashing, low 
pressure in situ ashing processes are best. To increase the ashing rate at low pressure 
and rapidly attack the plasma etching-modified PR layer, we applied a -90 V self-bias 




residues were observed on the HM layer, most of the PR was removed. We estimate 
that ~270 nm PR/BARC thickness was removed. The effective ashing rate calculated 
by the total PR/BARC thickness removed over the processing time was ~160 nm/min, 
which was about 5x improved relative to an ashing rate of ~30 nm/min rate for the 
unbiased substrate. The post-DHF image [see Fig. 4.10(c)] indicates a ULK damage 
depth of ~13 nm for the 100 s exposure. From the unbiased to the biased cases, the 
reduction of damage from 25 to 13 nm is consistent with the reduction of processing 
time from 200 to 100 s. This suggests that no additional damage due to the substrate 
bias can be seen using the DHF method. Overall, the AE of the 10 mTorr CO2 ashing 
discharge measured using actual trench structures was improved by a factor of 5 by 
applying -90 V self-bias to the substrate as compared to the unbiased substrate. The 
self-bias thus enabled a satisfactory PR ashing rate while maintaining low ULK 






Figure 4.10: SEM cross-sectional profiles of ULK trenches etched using (a) 
C4F8/Ar/N2 etching plasma for 100 s, (b) subsequently in situ ashed by 10 mTorr 
CO2 plasma without -90 V self-bias, and finally dipped into 0.5% DHF/ 15 s for 
damage evaluation. 
 
4.4   Conclusions 
We have investigated combined CCP C4F8/Ar/N2 plasma ULK etching/ CO2 
in situ PR ashing processes using blanket materials and actual 193 nm PR patterned 
ULK trench structures that enable satisfactory PR ashing rates and ULK trench 




enabled high ashing efficiency if an RF bias was applied to the substrate, without 
increasing ULK damage. We showed that gas phase chemistry changes related to the 
chamber history effects for FC plasma etching processes made CO2 discharges more 
reactive during subsequent in situ PR ashing and introduced higher ULK damage 
levels for unprotected ULK films. We found that the PE-process-related FC film 
coating deposited on ULK sidewalls during plasma etching provided effective 
protection of the ULK, and played an essential role for maintaining low ULK damage 
for the CO2 in situ PR ashing process in this situation. 
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ABSTRACT 
We describe the temporal evolution of the surface and near-surface regions of 
a porous SiCOH ultralow-k (ULK) dielectric during exposure under sidewall-like 
exposure conditions to various plasma processing environments. We studied the 
exposure of the ULK material to Ar plasma, C4F8/Ar-based etching plasma, and O2 or 
CO2 plasmas, as well as various sequences of these processes. Real-time monitoring 
of the ULK surfaces during plasma processing was performed by in situ ellipsometry 
employing a novel gap structure. Additionally, changes in ULK surface properties 
were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and selective dilute 
hydrofluoric acid (DHF) wet etching in combination with ex situ ellipsometry 
measurements.  
Pristine ULK material exposed to O2 plasma without ion bombardment shows 
the formation of a near-surface porous layer. For exposure of the ULK to CO2 plasma 
operated at comparable plasma operation conditions, the modification depth for a 




trajectory is followed. This is indicative of a similar ULK damage mechanism for the 
two discharges, although at different rates. Energetic (~400 eV) ion bombardment on 
the surface of ULK with line-of-sight Ar plasma exposure introduced a ~ 12 nm thick 
SiO2-like densified layer on the ULK surface meanwhile sputtering off the ULK 
material. The sidewall-like modifications of ULK due to metastable Ar, if present, 
were too subtle to be measureable in this work. 
For ULK exposed under sidewall-like geometry to C4F8/Ar-based etching 
plasma, fluorocarbon quickly permeated into the subsurface region and showed 
saturation at a mixed layer thickness of about 15 nm. For additional exposure to O2 or 
CO2 discharges, a strong decrease of the O2 or CO2 plasma induced ULK surface 
modifications with increasing fluorocarbon (FC) film thickness was found, indicative 
of surface protection by FC surface deposition along with pore-sealing by the FC 
material. Attempts to increase the protective nature of the FC film by additional 
plasma processing, e.g., by exposure to Ar or He plasma after FC plasma etching, did 











5.1   Introduction 
The 2007 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductor (ITRS)5.1 
highlights the problem of dielectric constant degradation during process integration of 
porous ultralow-k (ULK) dielectric materials. One key contributor to the degradation 
(increase) of the dielectric constant of ULK materials is damage inflicted during the 
combination of plasma etching of ULK and stripping of the photoresist mask.5.2-5.3 
For porous ULK materials, the diffusivity of reactant during processing is 
dramatically increased relative to non-porous materials. Significant surface and near-
surface modifications take place during plasma etching and photoresist stripping, 
including carbon loss from the trench/via sidewalls and densification during PR 
stripping, and increase the dielectric constant.5.4-5.7 For the combination of plasma 
etching and photoresist in situ ashing, process interaction is likely to occur on trench 
sidewalls and influence the ULK ashing damage.5.8-5.9 Pore-sealing by etching process 
by-products deposited on the ULK trench sidewalls may be a compelling strategy to 
protect ULK materials during subsequent process steps.5.10-5.11  
This work seeks to establish the factor that determines the ability of etching-
process-related residues/plasma surface modification of trench sidewalls of porous 
ULK dielectric to protect the ULK materials during subsequent in situ ashing 
processes. Our objective was to establish a relationship between the fluorocarbon 






5.2   Experimental Setup and Procedures 
The ultralow k material used in this work was a ~500 nm CVD-based porous 
SiCOH film with k~2.2 on silicon wafers. The porosity was induced in the silicon-
oxide-based CVD film by ultraviolet curing.5.12 The overall porosity was above 25% 
based on nanopores with an average diameter of ~1 nm.5.13 
Experiments addressing plasma etching, ULK surface modification by Ar 
plasma exposure, ashing and combinations of these processes were all performed in a 
dual frequency capacitively coupled plasma system (see Fig. 1.2) with the substrate 
temperature maintained at 10 °C using active cooling of the substrate electrode.  
In this work, sidewall-like plasma exposures of the ULK were performed 
utilizing a silicon roof that shielded the ULK film, located underneath, from direct ion 
bombardment. The aspect ratio (A/R) of the small gap structure was selected to be 
equal to that of actual trench structures. This enables simulation and surface studies of 
trench sidewall-like surface modifications induced by etching processes, along with 
the determination of their impact on ashing damage introduced during the subsequent 
PR stripping process. The setup has been described in Sec. 2.2. For the present work, 
a roof width of 39 mm and a gap height of 1.3 mm were used for the gap structure. 
This produces an A/R of about 15 for a sample positioned at the center of the gap 
structure, similar to A/R encountered in actual trench structures. Ellipsometry has 
been widely used for real-time monitoring of material modification during plasma 
processing.5.14,5.15 For materials processed in a small gap structure, the silicon roof 
blocks the probing laser beam and prevents ellipsometry characterization. To enable 




sidewall-like conditions, the “regular roof” [see Fig. 5.1(a)] was modified in the 
fashion illustrated in Fig. 5.1(b) and will be referred to as the “ellipsometric roof”. On 
the Si roof, an aluminum block was mounted. Through the aluminum block and the Si 
roof, a tunnel was created for the probing laser beam, enabling in situ ellipsometry 
characterization of the ULK surface. The length of the tunnel is large, and the A/R of 
the laser tunnel is much greater than the A/R of the gap structure. During plasma 
processing, the high-aspect-ratio tunnel prevents ions from reaching the sample 
surface. Neutrals may be able to diffuse through the tunnel, but the flux is expected to 
be much lower than the neutral flux entering the gap structure laterally. This structure 
is compatible with in situ ellipsometric monitoring and enables probing of ULK 
surfaces under sidewall-like plasma exposure by ellipsometry.  
As compared with the interelectrode gap distance, the height of the roof in Fig. 
5.1(b) was significant and could not be neglected. Its presence may influence plasma 
properties, e.g., plasma density. To avoid heating the roof and to prevent aluminum 
sputtering, which would lead to plasma and surface contamination, no bias power was 
applied to the substrate during processing using the setup of Fig. 5.1(b). Plasma 
operation was therefore different for the cases where real-time ellipsometry 
monitoring under sidewall-like conditions was performed [Fig. 5.1(b)] as compared to 
exposure of actual PR-patterned ULK structures or blanket ULK exposures using the 
roof of Fig. 5.1(a). However, the defining characteristics of sidewall-like exposure 
using a roof structure, namely, preventing ion bombardment of the ULK surfaces and 
exposing ULK surfaces to a plasma-generated neutral flux modified by multiple 




that characteristic sidewall-like ULK modifications may be studied using the 
approach illustrated in Fig. 5.1(b).  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Schematic of the small gap structure using the regular roof (a) and the 
ellipsometric roof (b), which supports in situ ellipsometry characterization. 
 
The experiments to be described are grouped into two sections, and the 
discharge parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. In the first section, studies with 
the ellipsometric roof allowed us to obtain information on the temporal evolution of 
ULK materials during sidewall-like plasma exposure by in situ ellipsometry. The 
sidewall-like modifications of ULK using 10% C4F8/Ar etching plasma, and CO2 and 
O2 in situ ashing plasmas were individually studied. Effects of the Ar plasma species, 




modification were also studied using remote and line-of-sight exposure monitored by 
real-time ellipsometry. This knowledge provides insight into plasma sidewall 
interaction of porous ULK.  
In the second part, the influence of fluorocarbon etching and their 
combination with CO2 and O2 in situ ashing plasmas on ULK surface modifications 
were investigated using the regular roof structure. For this part of the work, the 
materials were characterized after plasma treatment using X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), and the ULK damage was quantified by dilute hydrofluoric acid 
(DHF, 0.5%) selective etching. For ex situ and in situ ellipsometry measurements, we 
used two different ellipsometers operated in the polarizer-compensator-sample-
analyzer (PCSA) configuration with a 632.8 nm He/Ne laser source beam incident at 














Chemistry C4F8/Ar-based Ar O2 or CO2 
Material Process ULK etching ULK surface tailoring In situ PR ashing 
Top electrode 
(40.68 MHz) 200 W 120 W 200 W 
Bottom electrode 
(4 MHz) 0 or ~100 W 0 or 100 W 0 W 
Chamber pressure 30 mTorr 10 mTorr 
Total gas flow rate 40 SCCM 
 
Table 5.1: Discharge parameters used in this work. For real time study of ULK 
plasma modification, ULK films were respectively exposed to C4F8/Ar, Ar, and O2 or 
CO2 plasma under an ellipsometric roof and monitored by real time ellipsometry. The 
effects of Ar ion bombardment (100 W bias power applied) were also studied using 
ULK film with line-of-sight Ar plasma exposure. For the study of etching/ashing 
process interaction, ULK films under a regular roof were processed with the different 
C4F8/Ar etching followed by a standard CO2 in situ ashing processes. Post-ashing 
damage was quantified by DHF method.     
 
5.3   Results and Discussion 
5.3.1   Real-time Ellipsometric Study for Individual Processes 
The temporal evolution of ULK surface modifications due to plasma exposure 
was monitored by real-time ellipsometry, and the data was analyzed by optical 
modeling.  
 
A.   CO2, and O2 Ashing Plasma Sidewall-like Modification 
Measured ellipsometric trajectories for ULK exposed to O2 and CO2 ashing 
plasmas under a sidewall-like condition are shown in Fig. 5.2(a) and 5.2(b) as a close-




different material modifications. The initial refractive index (n) of the pristine ULK 
was 1.320. A decrease in the refractive index of the plasma-modified ULK was 
observed due to exposure to the O2 plasma. The decreased refractive index suggests 
increased porosity. If we assume the formation of a highly porous layer, a refractive 
index of 1.248 (corresponding to highly porous SiCOH, e.g., JSR LKD 5109) may be 
appropriate to describe its properties.5.16 The film porosity can be estimated from the 





































,                                                                   (5.1) 
where np is the refractive index of porous ULK, and ns and n1 are the refractive 
indices of the film skeleton and of the material inside the pore, respectively. P is the 




































P .                                                                                      (5.2) 
ns=1.465 (silica) was set. For a refractive index of 1.32 for pristine ULK and 1.248 
assumed for oxygen-damaged ULK, porosities of P=28 and 43% were obtained, 
respectively. The increase in porosity can correspond to an increase in pore size. The 
ellipsometric data show that when pristine ULK was exposed to remote oxidizing 
plasma, some of the ULK was converted into a porous layer. This finding is 
consistent with observations by Shamiryan et al.,5.17 who also observed a decrease of 
the refractive index due to remote O2 plasma exposure near room temperature. They 




two-layer optical model to interpret the ellipsometry data. We employed a refractive 
index n=1.248 for the plasma-modified layer and n=1.320 for the unmodified ULK. 
We assume the formation of a plasma-modified layer with a constant refractive index. 
In Fig. 5.2(a), curve 1 (solid squares) corresponds to simulation results for an 
unexposed (unmodified) ULK film (n=1.320) of decreasing thickness on a Si 
substrate [the separation of points in the direction of the arrow equals to 20 nm 
thickness decrease in Fig. 5.2(a)]. The family of curves 2 (open squares) shows the 
effect of adding plasma-modified overlayers (n=1.248) of increasing thickness on 
unmodified ULK films (n=1.320) with a given thickness. Each modeled line of the 
family of curves 2 correspond to a given constant thickness of the underlying 
unmodified ULK layer while the thickness of the plasma-modified overlayer is 
increased. The increment of thickness in the arrow direction is 1 nm. As we follow 
experimental trajectories, each line 2 that is crossed corresponds to a plasma-modified 
overlayer of increasing thickness grown on an unmodified film with reducing 
thickness. Fig. 5.2 shows that there is a correspondence of the increase of the plasma-
modified layer and the thickness reduction of the unmodified ULK layer. If the 
transformation of ULK film into a plasma-modified layer would occur without loss of 
Si-based skeleton, the plasma-modified layer would be thicker than the converted 
ULK film (this corresponds to the end of each of the curves 2) due to the lower film 
density in the highly porous plasma-modified layer. According to the simulation, for 
instance, the plasma-modified layer thickness was approximately 49 nm, 
corresponding to a 40 nm converted ULK film. The total thickness peaked at ~80 s 




that erosion occurred simultaneously with conversion of plasma-modified layer. It 
may be explained by some Si skeleton material loss due to volatile product formation. 
The comparison of the data with the model results shows that the removal rate of the 
highly porous layer was slower than the growth rate of highly porous layer from the 
conversion of the ULK film for all times examined here The thickness of the highly 
porous layer did not reach steady-state for exposure time up to 300 s for our O2 
experimental conditions. The modification found for CO2 plasma was less than that 
measured with O2 plasma; however, it followed a trajectory that was nearly identical 













































Figure 5.2: (a) Real-time ellipsometric Ψ-∆ trajectories for ULK exposed to 
remote O2 and CO2 plasmas using the ellipsometric roof (remote). Modeled curves 
based on two-layer structure comprising the highly porous overlayer (n=1.248) 
and modified ULK film (n=1.320) are superimposed. Initial thickness of ULK 
film was 500 nm. Figure (b) shows a close-up for the experimental trajectories. 
The “compass” in figure (c) indicates general directions of trajectories for 





The thickness loss of the unmodified ULK obtained in Fig. 5.2(b) is 
interpreted as ULK damage. The ULK damage thickness for O2 and CO2 plasma are 
shown in Fig. 5.3 as a function of exposure time. The ULK damage introduction rate 
was initially fast and subsequently slowed. This may be explained by plasma reactant 
diffusion effects through the plasma-modified layer. For our process conditions, ULK 
damage had not reached saturation after 300 s. In Fig. 5.3, ULK damage values after 
300 s plasma exposure obtained by the DHF method are shown for comparison. For 
O2 plasma, the same ULK damage values were found for the two methods, lending 
support for the assumed refractive index of n=1.248 for the damaged ULK. For CO2 
plasma, less ULK damage was seen for the DHF method as compared to the damage 
depth found from ellipsometric modeling. A possible explanation of the lower 
damage depth given by DHF relative to ellipsometric modeling may be the existence 
of an extended damage profile after CO2 plasma processing, where a region with a 
























Figure 5.3: ULK damage as a function of exposure time obtained by optical two-
layer modeling with refractive index n=1.248 for the plasma-modified layer (see 
Fig. 5.2). The ULK damage depth obtained with the DHF method for 300 s CO2 
and O2 plasma exposure is included for comparison. 
 
B.   Ar Plasma Modification 
The measured trajectories for ULK with either remote or direct Ar plasma 
exposure are displayed in Fig. 5.4. For the direct exposure, as noted in Fig. 5.2(c), its 
trajectory shows an increasing density together with a decreasing thickness of the 
ULK material. This indicates that Ar ion bombardment resulted in surface 
densification.5.18 A two-layer model based on the refractive index n=1.465 for the 
densified silica layer was adopted for the simulation. The movement of Ψ-∆ takes 




ULK with varying thickness. The experimental trajectory is fitted by a simulated 
curve of a ULK film of varying thickness underneath a 12 nm densified silica 
(n=1.465) layer. The steady leftward movement of Ψ-∆ points shown in the figure is 
explained by ULK thickness loss due to sputtering. The measured Ar sputtering rate 
was 50 nm/min. In addition, sidewall-like (remote) exposure for Ar plasma caused 
much less of a modification. As compared with O2 trajectory shown in Fig. 5.2, the 
trajectory suggests a modification similar to that seen for O2 and may be explained by 




























Figure 5.4 Real-time ellipsometric Ψ-∆ trajectories for ULK exposed to remote 
or direct Ar plasma.  The Ψ-∆ simulated trajectories of unmodified ULK film 
(n=1.320) with varying thickness and constant refractive index are shown with 
curve (i).  Also, the Ψ-∆ simulated trajectory for a constant 12 nm silica-like 
densified layer (n=1.465) on top of a varying thickness of unmodified ULK is 
shown with curve (ii). Initial ULK film thickness was 500 nm.  
 
C.  C4F8/Ar etching Plasma Sidewall-like Modification 
Modifications of ULK induced by sidewall-like exposure to C4F8/Ar plasma 
etching processes were studied employing blanket ULK films in the small gap 
structure and real-time ellipsometric monitoring. A typical Ψ-∆ trajectory is shown in 
Fig. 5.5(a). We found that when FC penetrates into and fills the nanopores of a porous 




When a pore is completely filled with FC material (n1=1.4), the refractive index of the 
FC permeated ULK was found from Eq. 5.1 as n=1.446. Modeling was performed for 
the ULK/FC-mixed layer, and is shown in Fig. 5.5. The two-layer model consists of 
unmodified ULK and a near-surface ULK region with permeated FC (FC penetrated 
into the nanopores and produced a mixed layer). The growth of the mixed layer as a 
function of exposure time based on the modeling of real time data is shown in Fig. 
5.5(b) and indicates that the layer was established within about 30 s and then its 
extent no longer changed. For our processing conditions and assuming the model 
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Figure 5.5: (a) Real-time ellipsometric Ψ-∆ trajectories for ULK exposed to 10% 
C4F8/Ar plasma using the ellipsometric roof. Modeled curves based on a two-layer 
structure comprising the ULK/FC-mixed layer (n=1.446) and unmodified ULK 
(n=1.320) are superimposed. Initial ULK film thickness was 500 nm. (b) The 
ULK/FC-mixed layer thickness is shown as a function of exposure time, and was 





5.3.2   Process interaction 
Next, we report on how the introduction of ULK plasma ashing damage 
changes with the presence of FC-plasma-related ULK surface modifications 
introduced during a prior plasma etching step. 
 
A.   FC Protection: Etching Parameter Dependence 
For combined plasma etching/PR plasma ashing sequences, during FC plasma 
etching fluorocarbon material is deposited on the ULK surface, and prevents 
interaction of reactive neutrals with the ULK material during subsequent plasma 
ashing. ULK films were exposed to various C4F8/Ar-based etching plasmas in the 
small gap structure, and then further exposed to a subsequent CO2 in situ ashing 
plasma. The roof shown in Fig. 5.1(a) was used. Based on our standard etching 
conditions, source power of 100-300 W, gas pressure of 10-60 mTorr, C4F8 ratio of 5-
20%, and addition of 5% O2 and 10% N2 were each varied at a constant (~ -300 V) 
self-bias voltage. Fluorocarbon sidewall-like deposition on post-etching ULK surface 
was characterized by XPS, and used to obtain the FC film thickness on ULK after 
plasma etching. The ULK plasma damage depth following the CO2 ashing step was 
quantified by DHF selective etching. 
In Fig. 5.6, we present the relationship of ULK post-ashing damage and FC 
film thickness deposited during the FC plasma etching step. The parameters used for 
the FC plasma etching step are shown. In addition, selected C 1s and Si 2p spectra 
after three plasma etching processes for which the C4F8/Ar ratio was varied are 




the SiCOH material and peaks assigned to C-CFx, CF, CF2, and CF3 bonds of the 
fluorocarbon film.5.19 We found that while the composition of fluorocarbon films 
produced by different plasma etching conditions employing C4F8/Ar with either O2 or 
N2 gas additives was fairly similar, there were significant differences in the FC film 
thickness. The film thickness (dFC) was determined from the attenuation of the Si 2p 
intensity (ISi2p) relative to the initial value using Eq. 4.1.The mean free path of a Si 2p 
photoelectron (1151 eV) in the FC layer was set to 3.4 nm. The FC film thickness 
after different processing conditions was acquired and correlated with ULK post-
ashing damage. In Fig. 5.6 we also show results for post-ashing damage of pristine 
ULK when exposed to the ashing plasma in a clean chamber, or alternatively in a 
chamber seasoned with a standard FC plasma etching process. The damage of pristine 
ULK processed with CO2 plasmas in a pre-seasoned (FC-coated) chamber was much 
higher than in a clean chamber and can be explained by the fluorine memory 
effect.5.20,5.21 When FC material was present on the ULK surface for plasma 
etching/ashing process combinations, ULK post-ashing damage was significantly 
reduced and decreased with increasing FC film thickness. Figure 5.6 shows that ULK 
post-ashing damage is primarily determined by FC film thickness. Therefore, plasma 
etching conditions, which enhance FC deposition at the sidewall-like ULK surface, 
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Figure 5.6: Post-ashing damage as a function of post-etching FC film thickness 
determined by XPS. The standard etching conditions are listed in Table I. The 
processing time for C4F8/Ar-based etching plasma, and subsequent CO2 in situ 
ashing plasma, were 180 s and 300 s, respectively. The exposures were conducted 
using a regular roof. For comparison, post-ashing damages of the pristine samples 
processed in a clean chamber and in a FC-coated chamber seasoned with standard 






B.   FC Protection: Etching Plasma Exposure Time Dependence 
In a patterned wafer etching process, the exposure time of ULK sidewalls to 
the plasma etch environment varies as a function of position from the top surface, 
possibly leading to a non-uniform ashing damage profile along a trench/via sidewall. 
We determined ULK post-ashing damage as a function of exposure time of ULK 
under sidewall-like conditions to a 10% C4F8/Ar plasma. To avoid the interference of 
the fluorine memory effect, the subsequent CO2 ashing plasma exposures of the 
processed ULK were performed in a clean reactor. The results are displayed in Fig. 
5.7. We observe that the ULK post-ashing damage decreased strongly with time the 
ULK was exposed to the FC plasma. This observation (Fig. 5.7) correlates well with 
the temporal evolution of FC film thickness shown in Fig. 5.5.  
The results of Fig. 5.7 suggest that additional FC sidewall deposition, e.g. by a 
brief no-bias exposure of ULK to FC plasma, may be used as a means to increase 
ULK protection by FC film for conditions that provided insufficient FC film on ULK 
sidewalls, or to make FC coating more uniform as a function of trench/via depth. We 
also performed experiments aimed enhancing the FC film protection efficacy during 
CO2 ashing by additional post-etching inert plasma exposures. Such treatments could 
presumably lead to densification of the mixed FC-ULK layer formed on the ULK 
surface and render it more impermeable to reactive species generated in the CO2 
ashing plasma. Exposure of FC films to Ar or He discharges under sidewall-like 
exposures introduced negligible modification of the FC films. Conversely, low-




to the complete loss of the ULK protection by the FC film during the subsequent 
ashing process. 
 






















Figure 5.7:  ULK post-ashing damage measured for a FC etching plasma/CO2 ashing 
plasma combination as a function of ULK exposure time to the 10% C4F8/Ar plasma. 
We employed 300 s CO2 ashing plasma exposure, regular roof, and post-ashing 
damage was quantified by the DHF method. 
 
5.4   Conclusions 
We demonstrated a novel roof approach that allowed us to perform real-time 
in situ ellipsometry monitoring of ULK surfaces during exposure to plasma under 




appropriate optical models. For O2 and CO2 ashing processes, we observed the 
formation of a porous layer near the ULK surface. No saturation of the ULK 
modification was observed up to 300 s processing time. The ULK damage induced by 
CO2 plasma was less than that induced by O2 discharges, but the Ψ-∆ data followed 
the same trajectory as measured with O2 plasma. This indicates a similar ULK 
damage mechanism for sidewall-like exposure to O2 or CO2 plasma, although the rate 
of damage introduction was smaller for CO2 plasma. During exposure of ULK to a 
remote C4F8/Ar etching plasma, we observed the generation of a ULK/FC-mixed 
near-surface layer. The mixed layer was rapidly established and saturated at a 
thickness of ~14 nm, and can be explained by permeation of FC material into the 
pores of the ULK. For plasma etching/ashing process sequences, the FC mixed layer 
was found to provide significant protection to the ULK sidewall from damage during 
CO2 plasma exposure used for PR ashing. While the composition and nature of the 
FC film formed on ULK were not significantly changed by varying plasma etching 
parameters over the range of process conditions examined here, the equivalent FC 
film thickness changed significantly. Post-ashing ULK damage was significantly 
reduced by employing plasma etching processes that produced thicker FC films under 
sidewall-like deposition conditions.  
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Chapter 6:  General Conclusions 
 
The work in this thesis presents the mechanistic study of non-damaging 
plasma etching and PR stripping coordinated processes for porous ULK materials. 
For ULK plasma etching based on C4F8/Ar plasma, we evaluated alternative plasma 
chemistries for both remote and in situ ashing processes as a replacement for O2 
ashing. The factors determining ULK damage were identified. Preferable process 
conditions were specified and compared to alternatives with the goal of preventing 
ULK sidewall damage while achieving production-worthy stripping rates of PR 
masks. Ashing efficiency (AE) was defined as the amount of PR removed divided by 
the amount of ULK material damaged for a given time. 
In chapter 2, we demonstrate that H2 remote plasmas enable practical PR 
stripping rates while introducing little damage to the ULK dielectric for an elevated 
temperature (200-275 °C) substrate. ULK damage was quantified using the DHF 
method (1% HF/15 s). PR ashing was more sensitive to substrate temperature than 
ULK damage was. An AE of ~60 was obtained with the PR ashing rate of 900 
nm/min for pure H2 remote plasma ashing at 275 °C substrate temperature. Our 
results showed that PR ashing rates were not greatly improved by adding Ar and N2 
to H2 remote plasmas, whereas addition of N2 to H2 increased ULK damage 
dramatically. The N2 addition to H2 degraded AE from 60 to less than 10 and had 




ULK plasma etching process using 10% C4F8/Ar plasma deposited FC coating 
on ULK feature sidewalls. H2 remote plasma ashing performed in a dedicated 
chamber and with the substrate at high temperature lead to most of FC coating to be 
removed from the substrate. Its influence on ULK ashing damage, as indicated by 
ToF-SIMS depth profiling with deuterium, was minor. 
In chapter 3 and chapter 4, the performance of the CO2 in situ ashing 
processes was studied along with the influence of FC plasma ULK etching/in situ PR 
ashing process interaction on the materials modification. First, in situ ashing was 
performed in a clean chamber. ULK damage was quantified DHF method (0.5% /15 
s). We found that for either novel CO2 or conventional O2 plasma, the sidewall-like 
damage of the pristine ULK was strongly correlated with the atomic oxygen density 
in the gas phase. Because the dissociation energy for CO2 molecules that leads to 
production of atomic oxygen (11.5 eV) is higher than for O2 (6 eV), the atomic 
oxygen density was significantly reduced in CO2 relative to O2 plasma under identical 
operation conditions, and lead to low ULK damage. Chamber pressure varied from 10 
to 100 mTorr. For our unbiased conditions, the ashing rates of the pristine PR were 
limited by the ion current density of the discharges. Low pressure plasmas, which 
have high ion current and low neutral density, enabled higher ashing rates while 
suppressing ULK damage. PR ashing rate (unbiased) of 10 mTorr O2 and CO2 
discharges was 134 and 57 nm/min; ULK damage was 21 and 3 nm for one min 
exposure. Thus, AE was improved from 6 to 19 by switching the plasma chemistry 
from O2 to CO2. Moreover, by applying substrate bias, the contribution of ion 




bias, the PR ashing rate was increased to a practical value of ~250 nm/min without 
introducing more ULK damage, and enabled an AE of ~80. 
The exposure of the process chamber to the FC plasmas required for ULK 
etching produced a fluorine memory effect due to FC deposition on the chamber 
walls. For in situ ashing performed in a chamber after a FC etching process, FC 
deposits on chamber walls can be decomposed and release fluorine into the CO2 
plasma during in situ ashing processes. The ULK was significantly damaged by 
fluorine attack. The ULK damage increased from 3 to 19 nm for 1 min of 10 mTorr 
CO2 plasma processing due to the reaction with fluorine. However, since FC coating 
remaining on ULK sidewalls provided effective protection of the ULK against the 
damage from fluorine. The presence of FC coating fully restored AE to ~80 and was 
essential for the success of in situ ash processes. 
The FC coating acted as a barrier and stopped reactive species of in situ 
ashing plasmas from diffusing into ULK material, thereby reduced ULK damage 
during the in situ ashing process.  The interaction between the etching/ashing that 
influenced damage levels that were inflicted on the ULK was investigated in chapter 
5. We first described temporal evolution of porous SiCOH exposed to C4F8/Ar-based 
etching, Ar surface tailoring, and CO2 and O2 PR ashing plasmas under sidewall-like 
conditions were using real-time ellipsometry. For pristine ULK exposed to O2 plasma 
without ion bombardment, we showed that a near-surface highly porous layer was 
created. The ULK modification induced by CO2 plasma operated at comparable 
plasma operating conditions was reduced relative to O2 for exposures of the same 




ULK to C4F8/Ar etching plasma, FC material quickly permeated into the porous 
structure of the ULK material. Saturation of the surface modifications were seen after 
~30 s. For our processing conditions (10% C4F8/Ar, 30 mTorr, 200 W source power, 
and 10 °C substrate temperature), we observed the formation of a FC/ULK mixed 
layer with an extent of ~14 nm from the ULK surface.  
For a combined ULK plasma etching/PR stripping sequence, we observed that 
post-etching FC thickness varied between 1~2 nm on the ULK sidewall for the 
plasma etching process conditions examined (% C4F8: 5-10%; source power: 100-200 
W; chamber pressure: 10-60 mTorr; gas addition: 5% O2 or 10% N2). This statement 
was based on quantitative XPS analysis. The composition of the FC films deposited 
under sidewall-like exposure was similar for different plasma etching conditions 
employing C4F8/Ar plasma chemistries with either O2 or N2 gas addition. However, a 
strong decrease of ULK post-ashing damage with deposited FC film thickness was 
found. For ULK exposed under sidewall-like conditions to the ashing plasma, the 
minimum post-ashing ULK damage depth for our FC plasma etching/CO2 in situ 
ashing (300 s) combined processes was 10 nm (for C4F8/Ar/N2 etching plasma 
exposure), but for the same ashing process the ULK damage depth ~36 nm if the PE-
related residues were absent. We also noted that there was a fluorine memory effect 
in plasma process chambers after prior FC plasma etching processes. Therefore, the in 
situ ashing process conditions may be different, depending on the nature of the prior 
plasma etching process. The strong dependence of ULK damage on deposited FC 
film thickness indicated that the post-ashing damage was primarily determined by the 




FC deposition at the sidewall-like ULK surface, were expected to reduce ULK 




















Chapter 7:  Future Work 
 
In this work, ULK sidewall plasma modification was simulated using blanket 
ULK films exposed to plasma in a small gap structure where energetic ions were 
completely excluded. However, in a real pattern transfer process, when the mean free 
path of plasma gases is less than plasma sheath thickness, the ions could be scattered 
due to collision with gas molecules in the plasma sheath and subsequently bombard 
upper areas on feature sidewalls. To study the effect of scattered ion bombardment on 
ULK sidewall modification, the surface analysis for ULK sidewall exposed to 
etching/ in situ ashing plasma with a real trench structure is required. The highly 
porous imprint organosilicate glass (OSG) materials have been developed in National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The imprint technology compatible 
with ULK materials can provide virgin ULK materials in trench structure. The 
sidewall surface can be characterized with angle-glancing XPS and serve as a 
baseline for ULK sidewall plasma modification in the subsequent etching/in situ 
ashing plasma processing. This approach provides a platform to study the plasma 
ULK sidewall modification due to plasma etching, surface tailoring plasma treatment, 
in situ ashing, and their combined processing. This surface analysis on the real ULK 
sidewalls can be complementary data for our results obtained from the small gap 
structure and enable the study of the effect of scattered ion on ULK surface 
modification.         
Besides the topic of ULK plasma damage, to continue our progress in BEOL 




by a research with a topic of “Processes and Scientific Understanding of Near-
Surface Alterations of Photoresist Masks for Enhanced Plasma Etch Performance 
and Three-Dimensional Control of Interconnect Features”. The 2007 International 
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) points out among Interconnect 
Difficult Challenges the problem of three-dimensional control of interconnect 
features. Control of line edge roughness (LER), and etched profile shapes of trenches 
and vias is a prerequisite of ensuring necessary circuit performance and reliability. 
The formation of a stressed, ion-damaged layer at the surface of a soft polymer film 
would induce a buckling instability, leading to surface wrinkling and LER. Plasma-
induced surface roughness results from the difference between the mechanical 
properties of the ion-damaged layer and the polymer underlayer which mostly depend 
on plasma processing parameters and the polymer structure respectively. Our team 
show that poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP) resist eliminates plasma-induced surface 
roughening for etching process conditions that produce significant roughness in a 
wide variety of other polymers. This can be explained by the penetration of plasma 
vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) radiation which led to the crosslinking of polymer and 
suppressed the wrinkling during ion-damaged layer formation. Fundamental 
understanding of plasma-surface interactions in a capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) 
reactor are required to address dry etching integrity of 193 nm photoresists with line 
edge roughness and lack of etch profile control during etching. These challenges are 
due to several developments, including: 1) Need to control interaction of the PR mask 
with liquid for immersion lithography by hydrophobic surface modifications of PR 




masking (TLM) schemes for 32 and 22 nm BEOL patterning. These developments 
impose unprecedented challenges on photoresist/organic mask pattern transfer by 
plasma etching processes, and lead to intensive investigations of how plasma pre-
treatments of organic mask materials prior to plasma etching may be used to achieve 
enhanced PR/organic mask performance during plasma etching and meet etching 
resistance, LER and other profile requirements. 
 
 
                 Figure 7.1: Schematic of tri-layer masking 
 
The work would be aimed to address the question how pre-treatments of PR 
and organic mask materials and structures can increase plasma etching durability of 
PR/organic materials and structures, improve resulting dielectric profile shapes, LER 
control, and prevent etched profile imperfections in ULK and other dielectrics. This 
requires modifying in a rational and highly controlled fashion 193 nm PR surface 




BEOL plasma etching. This methodology can be extended to the question how 
modifications of the second organic layer (carbon hard mask) in TLM approaches 
may be used to "harden" the "soft" high aspect ratio organic mask. In addition, the 
immersion lithography (IL) modified PR materials, e.g. use of a top coat hydrophobic 
layer or PR additives to create a thin hydrophobic layer (fluorination), may be used to 
improve three-dimensional control of features etched in dielectric layers. These 
materials alterations present an opportunity to improve surface and line edge 
roughness characteristics of the IL-modified PR in the plasma etch environment.  
Fundamental understanding of how treatments of PR layers/organic mask 
materials/structures following lithographic exposure and prior to plasma etch can 
increase plasma etch durability of PR/organic materials/structures, and improve 
resulting dielectric profile shapes during interconnect fabrication, along with an 
understanding how alterations of IL PR and modifications of the materials used for 
the second organic layer in tri-layer masking, can be used to improve etched profile 
control. The scientific elucidation of the factors that allow to improve synergy 
between lithography and plasma etching is expected to significantly impact our 
ability of "three-dimensional control of interconnect features". This research is 
currently under investigation at the Laboratory for Plasma Processing of Materials at 
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